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Introduión
El Gran Colisionador de Hadrones (onoido por sus siglas en inglés, LHC) ya se ha puesto
en marha y se han produido las primeras olisiones. Hay una gran expetaión haia
los datos que serán reogidos en los próximos años: su energía a pleno rendimiento, 14
TeV en el entro de masa, nos guiará en la exploraión de la físia a la esala del TeV,
donde esperamos enontrar respuesta a algunos de los misterios de la Naturaleza aún por
desvelar. El LHC ya ha registrado la energía más alta alanzada hasta hoy en aeleradores,
on olisiones a 7 TeV de energía en el entro de masa, a partir de marzo de 2010 y a lo
largo de los próximos años la verá subir hasta llegar a los 14 TeV.
Al prinipio de los años '70 el Modelo Estándar (SM) de las interaiones fundamentales
se ompleta y en las déadas siguientes se onrma on una preisión muy alta en un gran
número de datos experimentales. Asimismo, se desubren partíulas predihas anterior-
mente, omo los bosones de gauge Z y W en 1983 o el quark top en 1995 y la omposiión
de la Naturaleza en términos de partíulas se omprende ada vez mejor. El Modelo Es-
tándar es una teoría de gauge basada en el grupo de simetría SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y
y desribe tres de las uatro fuerzas fundamentales presentes en la Naturaleza: la fuerte,
la débil y la eletromagnétia. La uarta fuerza es la gravedad, que hasta ahora no se
ha onseguido inorporar. Las partíulas elementales en el Modelo Estándar se lasian
omo leptones y quarks, los uales son fermiones, y bosones de gauge, que son responsables
de las interaiones.
No obstante, algunas preguntas quedan todavía abiertas: ¾uál es el origen de las
masas? ¾Por qué estamos hehos de materia y no de antimateria? ¾Qué es esa materia
osura que onstituye la mayor parte de nuestro universo y, aun así, no podemos ver? El
LHC tiene omo objetivo enontrar respuesta a estos y más problemas en los próximos
años.
El LHC es un olisionador donde hoan dos haes de protones y está ompuesto por dos
anillos de alrededor de 27 km de irunferenia. Los haes se enuentran en uatro puntos,
donde están situados ino experimentos. Hay dos experimentos de alta luminosidad,
dediados a distintas funiones, ATLAS y CMS, y dos de baja luminosidad, TOTEM y
LHCb, de los uales el primero tiene omo objetivo la deteión de protones a pequeños
ángulos y el segundo la físia del B. Asimismo, existe también un experimento de iones,
ALICE, que trabajará on haes de iones de plomo.
High luminosity is required beause many of the SM proesses and the new physis
ones have a low ross-setion at the LHC. On the other hand, the beam must be divided
2in bunhes in order to have ollision times ompatible with the response of the eletronis.
La alta luminosidad de los dos detetores ATLAS y CMS ha sido neesaria porque
muhos de los proesos del SM y de nueva físia tienen una baja seión eaz en el
LHC. Por otro lado, el haz ha de estar dividido en paquetes por razones relaionadas on
las ténias de aeleraión y on el n de tener tiempos de olisiones ompatibles on la
respuesta de la eletrónia. El balane entre estos dos requerimientos ha llevado a un
intervalo entre dos olisiones de los haes de 25 ns. La luminosidad a pleno rendimiento
nominal es L = 1034cm−2s−1. Los partones que olisionan dentro del protón llevan fraión





s = 14 TeV a pleno régimen. Esto signia que la energía aesible
es alrededor de unos TeV, por lo tanto es posible en prinipio detetar partíulas on masas
en ese intervalo. Tevatron, que hae olisionar protones y antiprotones, on su energía en el
entro de masa de 1.96 TeV ya ha exluido la existenia de nuevas resonanias en distintos
modelos on masas más bajas que 1 TeV.
Uno de los objetivos prinipales de ATLAS y CMS es enontrar el bosón de Higgs. El
meanismo de Higgs explia que aquellas partíulas que tienen masa la adquieren a través
de la interaión on un ampo esalar, llamado bosón de Higgs. A pesar de haberse de-
sarrollado muhas teorías que inluyen uno o más bosones de Higgs, también en esenarios
supersimétrios, nadie todavía lo ha detetado hasta hoy. La ota inferior que viene de
búsquedas diretas se sitúa alrededor de los 114 TeV al 95% de nivel de onanza. Un
ajuste global al Modelo Estándar de los datos eletrodébiles de LEP india una preferenia
para un Higgs ligero, on un límite superior de 182 GeV. Puesto que argumentos de uni-
tariedad dan un límite superior de 1.2 TeV, el LHC ubrirá el intervalo ompleto de energías
donde nos esperamos enontrar el Higgs. Además, la alta energía del LHC ausará un on-
siderable aumento de la seión eaz de produión del Higgs, omparado on Tevatron.
Por eso, ontaremos on estadístia suiente para enontrar una señal denitiva. Si esto
no aonteiera, se investigarán modelos alternativos. Espeialmente en este aso, es muy
importante probar modelos omo supersimetría (SUSY), ya que, en prinipio, partíulas
supersimétrias on masas menores que unos TeV son aesibles a los experimentos. Al-
gunos de los modelos de SUSY pueden expliar también la disrepania que observamos
en el universo entre materia y antimateria. Efetivamente, en SUSY se pueden enontrar
nuevas fuentes de violaión de CP, distintas a las del Modelo Estándar, así omo en las
desintegraiones raras de los mesones B. El misterio de la materia osura puede también
beneiarse de los desubrimientos de SUSY, ya que la partíula supersimétria más ligera
es un andidato exelente para ella. Otro andidato posible puede venir de modelos de di-
mensiones extra. En estos modelos se introduen más dimensiones espaiales urvadas de
tal forma que quedan oultas en el mundo marosópio. ATLAS y CMS podrían detetar
estas dimensiones esondidas, por medio de exitaiones de Kaluza-Klein de partíulas del
Modelo Estándar o inluso del gravitón. Este tipo de modelos sería también una manera
de estudiar una teoría uántia de la gravedad, que vive en un mundo on más de tres
dimensiones.
Además de la emoionante perspetiva de los desubrimientos de nueva físia, en el LHC
también se llevarán a abo medidas preisas de los proesos del Modelo Estándar. Esto
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es útil, no solo para alibrar los detetores, sino en sí mismo porque se entrará en esalas
y regiones del espaio fásio nuna alanzadas, donde los proesos del SM no han sido
nuna estudiados. Esto permitirá poner límites más altos, por ejemplo, sobre las funiones
de distribuión partónias, así omo probar el funionamiento orreto de los generadores
Monte Carlo en un intervalo de energía más amplio. Por último, proesos omo W/Z +
jets o produiíon de quark top onstituyen un fondo onsiderable para proesos de nueva
físia y hae falta onoerlos on gran preisión.
Mientras que LEP olisionaba eletrones y positrones, el LHC aelera dos haes de
protones, lo ual signia que en ada olisión se puede presentar más de un estado iniial
y, por onsiguiente, más de una interaión fundamental para ada hoque. Esto implia
que nuestro onoimiento de los proesos físios que ourren sea menos preiso, porque los
partones que forman parte del protón pueden mezlarse on los estados nales del proeso.
Siendo las partíulas del haz hadrones, los proesos generados en el LHC están gobernados
prinipalmente por la Cromodinámia Cuántia (QCD). El problema prinipal de QCD
es que la interaión es fuerte (varios órdenes de magnitud más que la débil o la eletro-
magnétia), por lo tanto la teoría perturbativa tiene un ámbito de apliaión limitado. La
onstante de aoplo de QCD varía de tal forma que es pequeña para grandes momentos
transferidos, mientras que ree uando el momento transferido deree. Entones, solo
se pueden alular perturbativamente aquellos proesos on alto interambio de momento,
omo en el aso de la produión de partíulas pesadas, mientras que la hadronizaión ha
de ser enfoada on ténias no perturbativas. Por lo que se reere al análisis perturba-
tivo, en el LHC se produirá un gran número de proesos, tanto de señal, omo de fondo,
espeialmente emisión de hadrones a orta distania. Por eso, es de ruial importania
onoer extremadamente bien el fondo, para ser apaes de distinguir de ése la posible
señal de nueva físia. Por esta razón, todos los proesos neesitan ser alulados en QCD
perturbativa.
Mi trabajo de tesis quiere afrontar el desafío de la nueva físia del LHC desde dos
puntos de vista. Por un lado, neesitamos álulos más allá del nivel árbol para obtener
una preisión teória omparable on la preisión de los datos experimentales. De heho,
en experimentos omo ATLAS y CMS, los errores estadístios serán muy bajos. Otras
fuentes de errores, omo la inertidumbre en las funiones de distribuión partónias y la
luminosidad se pueden reduir signiativamente tomando el oiente de los observables
de interés on determinados proesos del Modelo Estándar, omo la produión de Z, W y
tt¯. Por lo tanto, son indispensables álulos por lo menos a segundo orden en teoría de las
perturbaiones (NLO). Cálulos a un order superior de expansión perturbativa existen solo
para un número bajo de jets y más allá de ese orden hay muy poos. Cálulos a órdenes
superiores al nivel árbol por lo general son bastante ompliados, por lo tanto son útiles
nuevos métodos para desarrollarlos. Nuestro objetivo es simpliar y haer más ompatas
las expresiones de amplitudes on n patas externas a nivel árbol, on el n de extenderlas
a uno o más loops y haer más senillas las amplitudes a órdenes superiores. Disutiremos
esto en los apítulos 2 y 3.
Por otro lado, la posibilidad de detetar nuevas partíulas en la región del TeV hae
indispensable la omprensión de la resoluión alanzable. En los apítulos 5 y 6, exami-
4namos la posibilidad de detetar nuevas resonanias que se desintegran a un par de quark
top-antitop, en olisionadores de alta energía. Efetivamente, existen distintos modelos
de nueva físia que introduen partíulas masivas, omo los axigluones, los gluones de
Kaluza-Klein o los olorones. Algunas de ellas, uando se desintegran a un par de quark
top, produen una asimetría de arga, ya a nivel árbol. En nuestro trabajo, exploramos
la posibilidad de medir este tipo de asimetrías en olisionadores hadrónios. En partiu-
lar, nos entramos en el esenario del LHC, on el n de dar una estimaión del alane
estadístio que va a proporionar en detetar nuevas resonanias a través de asimetrías de
arga.
Introdution
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has started working and performing ollisions.
There are great expetations for the LHC data: its 14 TeV entreofmass energy at full
regime will lead us into the TeV sale physis, where we hope to nd answers to some of
the unrevealed mysteries of Nature. The LHC has already produed the highest energy
ever reahed on the Earth with ollisions at 7 TeV of enter-of-mass energy on the 30th of
Marh 2010. Throughout the next years the energy will be raised until 14 TeV.
In the early '70 the Standard Model (SM) of elementary interations is ultimated and
in the following deades it turns out to explain with great preision a lot of experimental
data. Also, predited partiles (Z and W bosons, top quark . . . ) are disovered and the
omposition of Nature in terms of partiles is better and better understood. The Standard
Model is a gauge theory based on the symmetry group SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . It
desribes three of the fundamental fores present in Nature: the strong, the weak and the
eletromagneti fore. The fourth one is gravity whih so far has not been inorporated.
The elementary partiles in the SM are lassied as leptons and quarks, whih are fermions,
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Table 1: Partile ontent of the Standard Model.
6Despite the suess of the SM, some questions remain still open: whih is the origin of
mass? Why are we made of matter instead of antimatter? What is this dark matter that
makes up most of the matter in our universe and yet we annot see? The LHC aims to
nd answers to these and more problems, in the next years.
The LHC is a protonproton ollider, omposed by two rings of about 27 km of length.
The beams ross in four points, where ve experiments are loated [1℄. There are two
high luminosity, multi-purpose detetors, ATLAS and CMS, and two low luminosity ones,
TOTEM and LHCb, the rst one devoted to the detetion of protons at small angles and
the seond one to B-physis. Furthermore, an ion experiment, ALICE, is set up, and it
will work with lead ion beams.
The LHC has a designed luminosity of L = 1034cm−2s−1. High luminosity is required
beause many of the SM proesses and the new physis ones have a low ross-setion at the
LHC. On the other hand, the beam must be divided in bunhes for reasons related with the
aeleration tehniques and in order to have ollision times ompatible with the response
of the eletronis. The balane between these two requirements has lead to an interval
between two beam rossings equal to 25 ns. The olliding partons inside the protons arry





s = 14 TeV at full regime. This means that the aessible energy
is around a few TeV, thus it is possible in priniple to detet partiles with masses in
suh a range. The Tevatron, the protonantiproton faility loated at Fermilab, with its
entre-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV has already ruled out the existene of new resonanes in
several models with masses lower than 1 TeV.
One of the main goals of ATLAS and CMS is to nd the Higgs boson. The Higgs
mehanism tells us that those partiles whih have a mass aquire it through the interation
with a salar eld, whose assoiated boson is known as the Higgs boson. Many theories have
been developed that inlude one or more Higgs bosons, also in supersymmetri senarios.
However, nobody has deteted it so far. The urrent lower limit oming from diret searhes
is around 114 GeV at 95% ondene level. A global eletroweak SM t of the Large
Eletron-Positron ollider (LEP) data indiates a preferene for a light Higgs: an upper
limit has been set to 182 GeV [2℄. A general unitarity onstraint gives an upper limit of
1.2 TeV (see, for instane, [35℄), so the LHC will over the whole range of energies where
we expet to nd the Higgs. Moreover, the high energy of the LHC will produe a sizable
inrease in the Higgs ross setion ompared to the Tevatron. Therefore, enough statisti
will be in hand in order to nd a denitive signal. Should this not happen, alternative
models an be investigated. Espeially in this ase, testing models like supersymmetry
(SUSY) is very important: in priniple, spartiles with mass lower than few TeV are
aessible to the experiments. Some of the SUSY models an explain also the disrepany
that we observe in the universe between matter and antimatter. Indeed, new soures of
CP violation, dierent from the SM ones, an be found in SUSY, as well as in rare deays
of B mesons. The puzzle of dark matter ould also benet from SUSY disoveries: indeed,
the lightest supersymmetri partile is an optimal andidate for the dark matter. Another
possible andidate ould ome from extradimensional models, like ADD or RS. In these
models, more dimensions exist, urled up in suh a way that they esape the ommon
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experiene. ATLAS and CMS ould detet this hidden dimensions, through Kaluza-Klein
exitations of SM partiles or even the graviton. This kind of models would be also a way
of studying the quantum theory of gravity, whih lives in a world with more than three
dimensions [6℄.
Besides the exiting prospet of new physis disoveries, detailed measurements of SM
proesses will also be possible at the LHC. This is useful, not only to alibrate the detetors
with already known proesses, but also beause we will be able to enter unpreedented
sales and regions of the phase spae. This will allow to set higher onstraints on parton
distribution funtions (pdf), as well as heking the orret behaviour of the Monte Carlo
generators in a wide range of sales. Finally, proesses suh as W/Z+ jets and top quark
prodution are an important bakground to new physis proesses and their ontributions
need to be known in detail [7℄.
While LEP ollided eletrons and positrons, proton is omposite, whih means that
at the LHC in every ollision we have more than one initial state and onsequently more
than one fundamental interation per bunh rossing [8℄. This makes our knowledge of the
physis proesses that our less preise, beause the partons forming the proton an mix
with the nal states of the proess. Sine the beam partiles are hadrons, the proesses
generated at the LHC are mainly ruled by Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD). The main
problem of QCD is that the interation strength is high (several orders of magnitudes more
than the weak or the eletromagneti one), so perturbation theory has a limited range of
appliation. The QCD oupling onstant αs runs in suh a way that for high momentum
transfers it is small, while it grows when the momentum transfer dereases. So, proesses
an be alulated perturbatively only at high momentum transfers, suh as in the ase
of heavy partiles prodution, while the hadronization has to be approahed with non-
perturbative tehniques. As for perturbative analysis, a large number of proesses is going
to show up at the LHC, both of signal and bakground, espeially short distane hadron
emission. So, it is of ruial importane to know extremely well the bakground also, in
order to be able to disentangle the possible signal of new physis from it. For these reasons,
all of these proesses need to be alulated in perturbative QCD.
My thesis aims to approah the hallenge of the new LHC physis from two points of
view. On one side, at the LHC, alulations beyond the tree level are needed in order
to have a theoretial preision omparable with the preision of the experimental data.
Indeed, in experiments suh as ATLAS and CMS, statistial errors are very low. Other
soures of errors, like the unertainties on parton distribution funtions (PDFs) and the
luminosity, an be redued signiantly by taking the ratio of the observables of interest
and some benhmark SM proesses, suh as Z, W and tt¯ prodution [7℄. So, at least
next-to-leading order (NLO) alulations are indispensable. Next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) alulations exist for a few jets, while, beyond that order, there are only very
few alulations (see, e.g., [9℄). Calulations at orders higher than tree level are in general
quite umbersome, so new methods an be useful to develop them. Our aim is to simplify
and ompatify the expression of n-legs amplitudes at tree level, in order to extend them
to one or more loops and make NLO and NNLO amplitudes simpler. We will disuss this
part in Chapters 2 and 3.
8On the other side, the exiting possibility of disovering new partiles in the TeV region
makes an understanding of the resolution that an be reahed mandatory. In Chapter 5
and 6 we examine the possibility of deteting new resonanes at high energy olliders, that
deay to a topantitop quark pair. Indeed, there are several models of new physis that
introdue massive partiles, like axigluons, KaluzaKlein gluons, olorons. Some of them,
when they deay to a quarkantiquark pair, produe a harge asymmetry, already at tree
level. In this work we explore the possibility of measuring this kind of asymmetries at
hadroni olliders. We foused espeially on the LHC senario, in order to work out the
statistial reah that it provides in deteting new resonanes through harge asymmetries.
Chapter 1
Quantum Chromodynamis
1.1 The running oupling onstant
Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD) is the theory whih desribes the strong interation,
the fore responsible of keeping together the nuleus omponents, that ats on quarks and
gluons. QCD is a gauge theory based on the SU(3)C symmetry group. The group harge is
alled olour. QCD has two peuliar harateristis: onnement and asymptoti freedom.
As its very name suggests, this interation appears strong sine free quarks and gluon
are not observed, but only the hadrons that are onstituted by them. The hadrons that
we observe are neutral in olor (that is, they are olor-singlet). This property is alled
onnement and, although it has not been demonstrated yet, it relies on strong evidenes
and a demonstration of it has been addressed by lattie alulations. On the other side,
quarks and gluon behave as free partiles when tested at short distanes. This feature,
known as asymptoti freedom, is due to the running of the olor oupling onstant αs that
is small at high energies and grows as the energy dereases. The running behaviour of the
oupling onstant is a onsequene of renormalization. When adding quantum orretions
to the tree level, innite quantities are generated that would make the preditions useless.
To solve this problem, rst the divergent part in every diagram is isolated, in a proess
alled regularization. The prie that has to be paid for this is the introdution of a new
unphysial sale in the alulation. Then, through a redenition of the elds that take part
in the theory, the new sale dependene is found to disappear with the innite terms, leaving
a nite, well dened predition. During this proedure the oupling onstant appears to
be running, i.e. it depends on the energy sale of the proess we are alulating. The
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onstant
Nf is the number of quark families and Nc = 3 is the number of olours. Integrating Eq.
(1.1) between two values Q20 and Q
2
, one nds the value of αs for every Q
2
, knowing its













From (1.2) it is lear that for Nf < 16, the beta funtion is negative. The negative
ontribution is introdued by the gluon self-interation, typial of non-abelian theories. If
β0 is negative, for Q
2 > Q20, αs(Q
2) < αs(Q
2
0) and the oupling onstant beomes smaller
and smaller with the inreasing of the energy. An alternative approah is possible that
introdues a dimensional sale that gives an estimation of the perturbative domain. Eq.






where ΛQCD is the sale where the oupling diverges, extrapolated from the perturbative
regime. It is measured to be ΛQCD ≃ 200 MeV. Atually, expression (1.4) is alulated in
perturbation theory, so it is not reliable outside this regime. Anyway, it is sensible to expet
αs to keep on growing when the energy dereases, until the perturbation development is
not possible anymore. So, ΛQCD an be regarded qualitatively as the magnitude where the
interation beomes strong. Nevertheless, from a rigorous point of view, we an state that
it is the sale parameter of the theory whih rules the behaviour of αs at high energies [11℄.





µν + ψ¯ (iγ
µDµ −mf) ψ + Lg.f. + Lghosts , (1.5)
where
Dµ = ∂µ − igsGaµTa
Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ + gsfabcGbµGcν . (1.6)
The T a are the generators of the SU(3)C group. We reall that in the symmetry group
SU(N) there are N2−1 generators, that, in the fundamental representation of the group1,
are traeless hermitian N × N matries T aij with i, j = 1, . . . , N and a = 1, . . . , N2 − 1.
The totally antisymmetri struture onstants fabc are dened as:
[T a, T b] = ifabcTc . (1.7)
The quark elds ψ are summed over the three dierent avours and olours. Gaµ is the
gluon eld and gs is the strong oupling onstant suh that αs ≡ g2s/(4π). Lg.f. is the
1
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Figure 1.1: Proton struture funtion F2 versus Q
2
in the range of 1− 105 GeV2 for xed
values of x in the range of 0.65− 6× 10−5 [12℄.
gauge xing term and Lghosts is the Faddeev Popov Lagrangian, that guarantees the orret
polarization for the gauge boson. Analogously to Eq. (1.7), a totally symmetri tensor dabc
an be introdued, suh that the antiommutator an be written as:
{T a, T b} = 1
N
δab + d
abcT c . (1.8)
At low energies, where perturbative expansion eases to be valid, the eorts of desribing
QCD have generated dierent paths suh as lattie alulations, eetive Lagrangians, (hi-
ral Lagrangian, heavy quark eetive theories, Soft Collinear Eetive Theories (SCET),
Non Relativisti QCD....) and QCD sum rules. However, the sope where QCD an be
tested through the urrent experiments is the perturbative regime. Important steps for-
ward have been made at the eletron-proton ollider HERA, espeially onerning parton
distribution funtions and proton struture (see, for instane, Fig. 1.1) and at the Teva-
tron (proton-antiproton ollider), where the top quark has been disovered [13, 14℄. The
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measurements of the oupling onstant αs are among the most ompelling evidenes of the
orretness of QCD. They ome mainly from LEP and by saling violation measurements
in deep inelasti sattering at hadron olliders. The agreement among suh dierent kinds
of experiments is really amazing, as it is shown in Fig. 1.2. The most reent world average
gives αs(m
2
Z) = 0.1184± 0.0007 [15℄.












Figure 1.2: Summary of measurements of αs as a funtion of the energy sale Q [15℄.
1.2 Jets
Quarks and gluons are not observed as free partiles. Still, it is possible to have lear
evidene of them, through the observation of jets. Indeed, the probability for a parton
to emit soft radiation, i. e. gluons or quarks that move roughly in the same diretion or
with low energy, is high. That means that what one an observe is a ow of energy and
momentum in a partiular diretion, alled jet.
A rst evidene for jets was found at SLAC in 1975 [16℄, in e+e− ollisions. When an
eletron and a positron annihilate, they an produe a bak-to-bak quark antiquark pair,
through a virtual photon or Z. The two-jet signal reets exatly this event, where eah
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Figure 1.3: First 900 GeV ollision events with two jets in stable-beam onditions at
ATLAS, Deember 6, 2009.
parton of the pair emits soft radiation. If hard radiation is emitted (with a probability of
around 10%), the new parton in turn will originate a third jet. This led to the three-jet
observations of Petra, in 1979 [17℄. QCD an predit very well the details of suh objets,
like the amount of dierent numbers of jets or the variation depending on the energy. In
this way, quantitative tests of QCD have been done that have proved the orretness of
the theory to a great extent [18℄.
At the LHC, the dominant proess among the ones with large transverse momentum
will be the inlusive dijet prodution (2 jets + X). At tree level, it is originated by a 2
parton → 2 parton event and the signal will be a number of more or less energeti jets
oming from the fragmentation of the partons in the nal state. It appears lear that
identifying jets is not an easy task. An amount of hadroni energy and momentum has to
be onneted to a single original partile and this is not unambiguous: dierent algorithms
an be built that dene whih signals found in the detetor belongs to one jet and whih
to another one. While in e+e− ollisions one has the advantage of a unique initial state,
in hadron ollisions problems arise in order to identify jets, due to the ompositeness of
the initial states [19℄. Only one parton takes part in the interation out of the many that
onstitute the hadron. This means that in the nal states a lot of events appear besides the
jets, originated by soft radiation from the other partons. Moreover, the parton involved in
the interation an produe initial state brehmsstrahlung, making the nal state more and
more ompliated. All these events are alled "beam jets", beause they have usually small
transverse momentum with respet to the beam axis and a large parallel momentum. So,
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one of the requirements of a jet reonstrution algorithm in hadron ollisions is to disregard
the objets with low transverse momentum, in order to eliminate beam jets as muh as
possible. From a theoretial point of view, a good jet algorithm for hadron ollisions should
fulll some more requirements [20,21℄. It should be infrared and ollinear safe, that is the
same number of jets must be found if a ollinear or a soft parton is added, given the same
energy. It should be invariant for boosts along the beam axis, sine the laboratory frame
and the enter-of-mass frame of the interation partons are onneted by a boost. Finally,
it should be order independent, namely the same result should be found if the analysis is
applied at parton or detetor level.
A jet algorithm is formed by two basi piees: a test variable and a reombination
proedure. The values taken by the variable are used to deide whether two nal hadrons
belong to the same partiular jet or not and the reombination presription ombines the
partiles in dierent jets. In hadron ollisions a one denition has often been used [22℄.
In this kind of algorithms, a jet is a set of partiles whose momenta lie in a same angular
one with radius R. Usually, one starts looking at points in the detetors with a high
amount of energy and draws a one with radius R; then, one alulates the entroid of
the one, weighted on the transverse energy of the partiles enlosed and draw a new one
around that. One ontinues until a stable situation is reahed and a jet is thus dened.
The proedure is iterated until all the partiles with high transverse energy are plaed in a
jet. The last step is to take are of overlapping jets, either by merging or by splitting them.
Whereas one algorithms allow to deal better with pile-up and underline events, they have
the bad harateristi of being not ollinear neither infrared safe, due to the presene of
lower bounds on energy. A reent work has solved some of these shortomings, proposing
a seedless infrared-safe one method [23℄.
The other fundamental lass of algorithms is the so alled lustering algorithms. They
are infrared and ollinear safe and no merging neither splitting is needed, sine every
partile is assigned uniquely to a jet. These algorithms ombine together partiles that
are lose eah other or that have high pT . Let us desribe more in detail the so alled
kT algorithm as an example [1921℄. In this algorithm a variable is built, that basially
represents the relative transverse momentum between two partiles i and j:
dij ≡ min(k2T i, k2Tj)
(yi − yj)2 + (φi − φj)2
R2
, (1.9)
where yi is the rapidity of the i partile, φi is the angle of the momentum of the i partile
in the plane perpendiular to the beam axis and R is a parameter harateristi of the
algorithm that plays the same role as the one radius in the one algorithm. Usually its
value is around O(1). We also remember that kT is the omponent of the momentum
perpendiular to the beam axis. One has to alulate dij and diB ≡ k2T i for every pair
of objets (partiles or pseudo-partile) and nd the smallest one. If dij is the smallest,
partiles i and j are reombined, that is, a pseudo-partile is added to the partile list
and both i and j are removed, otherwise partile i is alled a jet and removed from the
partile list. This proedure is repeated iteratively until no partiles are left in the list. A
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generalization of the kT algorithm [24℄ is to take the exponent to be a free parameter:
dij ≡ min(knT i, knTj)
(yi − yj)n + (φi − φj)n
R2
, (1.10)




The alulation of ross setions in gauge theories has been developed for many years by
means of Feynman rules in perturbation theory, leading to theoretial preditions in very
good agreement with the experimental results. These alulations are at a xed order in the
oupling onstant αs, whih depends on the renormalization sale. Sine this dependene
is aneled only aross dierent orders of αs, an error in the trunated serie is produed.
Of ourse, the higher the order, the better the preision: in QCD typially one has to go
beyond the tree level to reah enough auray. NLO and NNLO alulations are required
to redue the error in the sale dependene. In QCD, in the last years, great progresses in
NNLO alulations have been made for a number of observables suh as totally inlusive
quantities (e.g. the e+e− → hadrons total rosssetion [25℄) or splitting funtions [26℄.
Quite a number of proesses have been alulated at NLO, but they are generally limited to
four jets. Two of the most reent alulations are, for instane, qq¯ → tt¯bb¯ [27℄ and W → 3
jets [28℄. Indeed, omplexity inreases rapidly with the number of external legs, beause
the number of the diagrams needed to alulate these proesses inreases fatorially as
shown in Table 2.1. Every diagram leads to very ompliated expressions, due to the
presene of nonAbelian ouplings and the number of kinemati variables (three more for
every external leg) makes all more and more umbersome.
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
# of diagrams 4 25 220 2485 34300 559405 10525900
Table 2.1: The number of Feynman diagrams ontributing to the sattering proess gg →
n g [29℄.
The intermediate alulations are often quite diult, while in the nal result many
terms anel. For this reason, eort has been made to nd methods that make the al-
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ulations more eient. Indeed, unneessary spurious singularities an arise that make
numerial evaluations unstable: ompat results an avoid this problem. Compat expres-
sions an also be useful in omparing dierent results and in understanding how to organize
alulations in order to extend the result to an arbitrary number of external legs and to
higher orders.
Approahes alternative to Feynman diagrams to alulate nparton sattering ampli-
tudes have been developed sine the 80's. The basi idea is to use all the information
supplied by the external partiles (olor and heliity) in order to deompose the ampli-
tudes in simpler, fundamental piees. Color deomposition allows to separate the olor
ontribution to the amplitude from the Dira part, thus obtaining the total amplitude
as the sum of subamplitudes that have the useful property of being olorordered. The
spinor heliity formalism deals with spinor produts, introduing spinorial representations
for massless gauge bosons and produes very ompat results.
In our work, we have used both these approahes, ombining them with reursion
relations, to address the alulation of QCD massive amplitudes with a generi number of
external legs.
2.2 Reursion relations so far
In the seond half of the 80's, a number of people started to organize QCD amplitudes
by their olor struture [3033℄. They addressed both proesses with only gluons legs and
with quarkantiquark pairs, alulating numerially a few of these for small values of n.
Gluon amplitudes at tree level with all gluons of positive heliity or one single negative
heliity vanish:
A(1±, 2+, ..., n+) = 0 . (2.1)
This result is due to SUSY Ward Identities [34℄ (QCD at tree level an be seen as a
supersymmetri theory), whih relate amplitudes with dierent partile ontent and it
relies on quark heliity onservation. Then, it is expeted that the suessive amplitude,
with two gluons of negative heliity, an be written in a very ompat form. In 1986 Parke
and Taylor onjetured an expression for the Maximally Heliity Violating (MHV) squared
amplitude at tree level [35℄:




(1 · 2)(2 · 3) · · · (n · 1) (2.2)
at the order O(N−2c ) + O(g2), where Nc is the number of olors and (i · j) indiates the
salar produt of pi and pj. The sum is performed over all the non yli permutations of
1, . . . , n. One year after, Berends and Giele [36℄ proved the onjeture (2.2) that reads, in
terms of the partial amplitude:
An(1
+, . . . , i−, . . . , j−, . . . , n+) =
〈ij〉4
〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈n1〉 , (2.3)
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where with 〈ij〉 we indiate the spinorial produt of righthanded spinors
〈ij〉 = u−(ki)u+(kj) , (2.4)
aording with the notation that is reported in setion 2.4. They built a number of reur-
sion relations for olorordered partons amplitudes that allow to onstrut the nparton
amplitude one the n − 1 amplitude is known. They started with puregluon amplitudes
that are fundamental in hadron proesses sine gluons arry the largest ross setion and lu-
minosity. From these amplitudes, it is relatively simple to add pairs of fermionantifermion
and vetor bosons. The onstrution of these reursion relations is based on the use of o
shell urrents, that is sattering amplitudes with one o-shell leg. To nd the onshell
amplitude for n partiles one just needs to attah the nth parton to this urrent. The
usefulness of this proedure is double. First, the n+1 proess an be worked out using the
result for n. Moreover, the n−1 parton urrent already involves all the Feynman diagrams,
thus eliminating the need to alulate them. Pure gluoni amplitudes an be determined
one by one starting with n = 3, but for spei heliity ongurations their shape is found
to be very simple. Expressions valid for an arbitrary number of partons an be guessed and
then veried to satisfy the reursion relations. In this way, very ompat results have been
found. Besides the form of spei amplitudes suh as MHV, more onjetures onerning
fatorizations, symmetries and many other properties an be proven with the tool of the
reursion relations. Reursion relations have also been proven very useful for one-loop
alulations, ombined with the unitarity method [37℄.
To investigate the hidden struture of a result as simple as the one seen in Eq. (2.3),
Witten transformed it into the twistor spae in 2003 [38℄. The rst to suggest the use
of twistors was Penrose [39℄, while trying to nd a onnetion between Einstein theory
of gravitation and quantum mehanis. The onsideration that probably at very small
distanes the usual spaetime struture would not be the orret desription, motivated
him to look for alternatives. The interest for twistors arises beause spinors seem to
be more fundamental than fourvetors in Minkowski spae. The transformation into
twistors spae [40℄ is a type of Fourier transform. It leaves the righthanded spinors u+(p)






Relationship (2.5) is ompletely analogous to the usual Fourier transform between spae
time oordinates and momenta (p = i ∂
∂x
). Let us use a dierent spinorial notation, that
makes things learer, in order to look at how the amplitudes are transformed by this hange.
Calling:
(λi)α ≡ u+(pi)α, (λ˜i)α ≡ u−(pi)α , (2.6)
we obtain:




iµiλ˜iA(λi, λ˜i) . (2.7)
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The transformation of an MHV amplitude is very simple, beause it depends expliitly
only on the holomorphi 〈ij〉 spinorial produts, while the λ˜i dependene is hidden in an




















where we have used the Gordon identity
1
for pi, remembering that
xαβ ≡ γµαβxµ . (2.9)
Therefore, the transformed MHV amplitude is:











d4x AMHVn (λi, λ˜i)
∫ n∏
i=1
dλ˜i exp[i(µi + xλi)λ˜i]





δ(µi + xλi) . (2.10)
This equation shows that an MHV amplitude is supported by a line in twistor spae. In
Fig. 2.1 (a) this is shown graphially.
Figure 2.1: Tree amplitudes for ngluon in twistor spae: (a) MHV, (b) NMHV, () NNMHV [40℄.
Transforming nexttomaximally violating amplitudes (NMHV) and the following to
twistor spae is not that simple. Amplitudes with three or more negative gluons have
been alulated and they are very ompliated. Therefore, it is easier to guess whih kind
of urve C(λi, µi) supports the transformed amplitude and to pull it bak to the original
spinor spae. Sine µi = ∂/∂λ˜i, C(λi, µi) beomes a dierential operator and we only need
to apply it on the unhanged amplitude and verify if it gives zero. Suh a method has been
applied to amplitudes with three or more negative heliity gluons. In NMHV amplitudes
1[i|γµ|i〉 = 〈i|γµ|i] = 2kµi
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the support is an intersetion of two lines (2.1 (b)), while NNMHV is the intersetion
of three lines (2.1 ()). The number of lines is in general one less than the number of
negative heliity gluons. Thus, we see that the twistor spae unveils a beautiful feature
of the amplitude that, as often happens in physis, allows us to guess that an important,
fundamental struture is still to be disovered. Unfortunately, it turns out that it is not
going to help in alulating numerially the amplitude.
This purpose has been ahieved by Cahazo, Svrek and Witten himself [41℄ that found
an alternative method to Feynman rules that allows to alulate these amplitudes and at
the same time laries the results in twistor spae shown in Fig. 2.1. They found that the
tree level amplitudes with any number of negative heliity external gluons an be written












Figure 2.2: Example of CSW onstrution for an amplitude with four negative heliity
gluons.
In Fig. 2.2 the four negative gluons example is shown. As an impliation of this result,
it follows that amplitudes with no negative gluons or only one must vanish, sine otherwise
there would not be verties at all. This statement has been proven with arguments from
supersymmetry.
One loop amplitudes are more ompliated in QCD as well as in twistor spae [42,43℄.
Anyway, it was found that supersymmetri QCD with N = 4 has a simpler struture.
In this theory, bubble and triangle diagrams vanish and only salar box diagrams need
to be alulated. The integrals are well known and the oeients enlose the infrared
behaviour that is stritly onneted with tree level ontribution of the amplitudes that
are being alulated. Thus, infrared relationships allow us to nd new representations of
the tree level amplitudes. This is exatly what Britto, Cahazo, Feng and Witten used to
prove BCFW reursion relations [44℄. The idea behind these relations is to use the known
behaviour of the amplitude in its poles to onstrut the amplitude itself. The amplitude
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an be seen as depending on a omplex variable z and the desired objet is simply this
amplitude evaluated at z = 0. By the residue theorem, the latter is onneted to the
sum of the residues of the funtion in its poles. Sine an amplitude is a rational funtion
of spinorial produts, singularities arise as multipartile poles, that is when a propagator
goes onshell and the residue beomes the splitting of the funtion in a left and a right
amplitude with respet to the propagator. Eah of these amplitudes has less legs than
the original. For a detailed explanation of BCFW reursion relations, see Appendix A.
These types of reursion relations, unlike the urrents reursion relations of Berends and
Giele, deal with onshell amplitudes, that is all their external legs are physial, sine the
propagator itself goes onshell in the pole. BCFW have been shown also to be very useful
if applied to massive salars by Badger, Glover, Khoze and Svr£ek [45℄ (BGKS relations)
and to fermions and vetor bosons [46℄. In the last years, eorts have been made to inlude
salar bosons in the multipartile amplitudes [4750℄, due to the prospet of nding the
Higgs partile in the LHC, nding out both numerial and analytial alulations.
2.3 Color ordering
Let us now desribe the olor deomposition of the amplitudes, whih is the rst step
to obtain simpler expressions for multiparton proesses. The group symmetry of QCD is
SU(3), but we will generalize our analysis to SU(N). For the purpose of this hapter, we
hoose the generators of SU(N) with the following normalization:
Tr(T aT b) = δab (2.11)
so that the struture onstants fabc now satisfy the following relationship:[




2fabcT c . (2.12)
In QCD, we have three kinds of verties involving gluons: quarkantiquarkgluon, three
gluons and four gluons, as an be seen in Fig. 2.3. We see that, in the rst vertex, T a
matries are present with olor indies ontrated with the fermions ones, while in the
gluonsonly verties there are the fabc onstants and the ontrations fabef cde. We want
to express all in terms of the group generators to make the olor struture evident, thus
we use:
fabc = − i√
2
Tr(T a[T b, T c]) = − i√
2
(
Tr(T aT bT c)− Tr(T aT cT b)) (2.13)
that follows from (2.11) and (2.12). For the fundamental representation of SU(N) we have
the following relationship that allows us to redue the number of T a matries:
(T a) j1i1 (T










Managing these transformations, every ngluon amplitude Atreen at treelevel an be de-
omposed in the sum of traes of T a matries times a Dira amplitude:
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= +f acef bde(gµνgρσ − gµσgνρ)
+f adef bce(gµνgρσ − gµρgνσ)]














b, ν c, ρ
p q
a, µ
c, ρ d, σ
Figure 2.3: Feynman rules for QCD.
Atreen (gg . . . g) =
∑
perm
Tr(T aσ1 · · ·T aσn )Atreen (σ(1λ1), . . . , σ(nλn)) (2.15)
where the sum is made over all the permutations of the ai indies modulo yli permu-
tations (they preserve the trae); λi is the heliity of the ith partile and A
tree
n is a Dira
amplitude that ontains all the kinemati information but not the olor. These new am-
plitudes an be alulated with olorordered Feynman rules that do not ontain fabc nor
T a anymore, that are shown in Fig. 2.4. The rst and the seond one simply arise from
removing respetively the T a and the fabc fator that originates the trae. The third one
is due to the separation of the 4gluon vertex in terms arrying eah one a pair of stru-
ture onstants, i.e. the sum of Tr(T aT bT cT d). Rearranging the traes and grouping the
ylially idential terms, all the terms have the form:







Eah of them represents a four gluon vertex with a partiular order of olor indies and
momenta and Feynman rule:
gµνgρσ − 1
2
(gµσgνρ + gµνgρσ) . (2.17)
This laries also why in (2.15) the sum is over the permutation of ai indies, sine eah
of them is stritly onneted with a partiular momentum ordering.
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a, µ b, ν
a, µ
c, ρ
Figure 2.4: Color ordered Feynman rules.




Tr(T aσ1 · · ·T aσn ) [Tr(T bσ1 · · ·T bσn )]∗ = Nn−2(N2 − 1)( δ{a}{b} +O(N−2) ) (2.18)
so that the olor strutures in equation (2.15) are orthogonal at the leading order in the
N expansion. This means that the whole squared amplitude is the inoherent sum of the
single partial amplitudes:∑
colors
Atree ∗n Atreen = Nn−2(N2 − 1)
∑
perm
{|Atree(1, 2, . . . , n)|2 +O(N−2)} . (2.19)
If the amplitude presents a pair of external quarks, like in Fig. 2.5, the olor ordering leads
to the following expression:
Atreen (qq¯gg . . . g) =
∑
perm
T aσ3 · · ·T aσnAtreen (1λ1q¯ , 2λ2q , σ(3λ3), . . . , σ(nλn)) . (2.20)
In summary, the olorordered amplitudes are simpler than the usual ones, beause
only a ertain order of momenta appears, therefore the poles or the branh uts (if we have
loops) an involve only ertain invariants. For instane, in a ve gluon amplitude we an
have poles only in sij with j = i+ 1, obviously modulo 5.
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Figure 2.5: qq¯gg sattering.
2.4 Spinor heliity formalism
The spinor heliity formalism is a useful way to alulate amplitudes, beause it allows to
automatize the alulations and to nd ompat expressions in whih the ollinear limit of
the amplitudes beomes evident.
In this approah amplitudes are alulated with the external partiles having an as-
signed heliity [29℄. To obtain the total ross setion we only have to sum the squares of
all the possible heliity amplitudes, beause they do not interfere. With a xed heliity
it is possible to hoose a parametrization for polarization vetors, using gauge invariane,
that is useful to simplify the alulation. This formalism deals with massless fermions and
gauge bosons. In the massless limit, the Dira equation for positive and negative energy
solutions is the same:
/ku(k) = 0,
/kv(k) = 0, (2.21)
and the hirality projetor (1± γ5)/2 is the same as the heliity projetor for u(k), while








therefore it is possible to hoose u(k)± = v(k)∓.
Let us dene the unit bloks of this formalism. The spinors are:
|i〉 ≡ |ki〉 ≡ u+(ki) = v−(ki), 〈i| ≡ 〈ki| ≡ u−(ki) = v+(ki)
|i] ≡ |ki] ≡ u−(ki) = v+(ki), [i| ≡ [ki| ≡ u+(ki) = v−(ki) . (2.23)
Thus, the spinor produts are:
〈ij〉 = u−(ki)u+(kj), [ij] = u+(ki)u−(kj). (2.24)
From (2.24) we see that
〈ij〉∗ = −[ij], (2.25)
therefore the two quantities only dier by a omplex phase.
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It is possible to use spinors to onstrut a representation of the polarization vetors of
massless gauge bosons of denite heliity, too:








Here k is the boson's momentum and q is an arbitrary referene momentum, whose hoie
reets the gauge freedom. We an see that the expression (2.26) really satises the
massless gauge bosons properties. It has transverse polarization:
ε±(k; q) · k = 0 , (2.27)
beause
/k|k±〉 = 0 and it does reate states with heliity ±1. The normalization of these
vetors is the usual one:
(εr)∗ · εr′ = −δrr′ , (2.28)
where r, r′ = +,−. The hoie of the referene momentum is really arbitrary, beause the
dierene between two polarization vetors with dierent q is a longitudinal objet that
does not ontribute to the dynamis:







= −〈q˜|γµ/k + /kγµ|q〉√




The freedom of hoie of q an be used to simplify the expressions in the alulations, sine
ε has some interesting properties:
ε±(ki; q) · q = 0
ε+(ki; q) · ε+(kj ; q) = ε−(ki; q) · ε−(kj; q) = 0
ε+(ki; kj) · ε−(kj ; q) = ε+(ki; q) · ε−(kj; ki) = 0
/ε+(ki; kj)|j〉 = /ε−(ki; kj)|j] = 0
[j|ε−(ki; kj) = 〈j|/ε+(ki; kj) = 0 . (2.30)
In our alulations, we will often use for heliity-like gluons idential gauge momenta and
equal to the external momentum of one of the gluons of opposite heliity.
Chapter 3
Reursion relations with heavy partiles
3.1 Introdution
At the LHC, the high energy reahed will lead to various proesses where heavy partiles
will be produed. Therefore, sattering amplitudes where partile masses are not negleted
are needed for phenomenologial appliations. However, when massive fermions, salars
or vetor bosons are inorporated to a pure gluon amplitude, alulations beome more
diult and huge results are found, due to the new ouplings to be taken into aount.
In this hapter we will deal with these alulations, managing to get to simpler and easier
to handle results. In partiular, we will fous on amplitudes with olored, massive salar
antisalar pairs.
Colored salars have a great importane for two main reasons. The rst one is that it
is possible to relate salar and quark amplitudes, by means of the Supersymmetri Ward
Identities [34℄. Indeed, we an think about QCD at tree level as a supersymmetri theory
[29,51℄. If we onsider pure gluon proesses, we do not have loops at tree level, therefore no
fermions exist that an irulate. We an then replae them with supersymmetri partiles
like gluinos for instane. At the level of partial amplitudes, in proesses with quarks,
we have no means of distinguishing a quark from a gluino, one we have extrated the
olor fator. This allows us to use indistintly one or the other. Thanks to ommutation
properties between supersymmetri harges and elds, it is possible to nd the following
relationships between amplitudes with quarks and amplitudes with salars:
An(1+q , 2




+, ..., n− 1+, n−s¯ ) ,
An(1+q , 2




+, ..., j−, ..., n− 1+, n−s¯ ) , (3.1)
where ℓi is the auxiliary massless momentum for massive partiles dened in Appendix A
as:
ℓi := pi − p
2
i
2pk · pipk , (3.2)
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where pi is the momentum of the massive partile, and pk a lightlike vetor. Eqs. (3.1) hold
in SUSY at every order in perturbation theory. At tree level, these amplitudes are idential
to the QCD ones so that, in priniple, we an deal with the most omfortable amplitude,
hoosing between salars and fermions. Sine salars are spinless, working with them is
easier: their heliity is zero and this prevents the ompliations due to polarization, suh as
the double hoie of the heliity of the internal propagator in the BCFW reursion relations.
The seond motivation for the hoie of salars involves oneloop alulations. Although
QCD amplitudes are not the same as the SUSY ones at one loop, a deomposition of them
in terms of supersymmetri piees is still possible and useful [52℄. For a generi heliity
onguration the partial amplitude depends on the number of partiles with dierent spins










where the supersripts refer to the spin of the partiles (gluons, fermions or omplex
salars). Some relationships among these amplitudes hold for spei heliity ongu-
rations, for example:
An;1(1






where the fator 1/Nc is generated in the onversion from fundamental to adjoint repre-
sentations in the loop. String theory inspired a method for deomposing QCD amplitudes
in supersymmetri and nonsupersymmetri parts. For a ngluon one loop amplitude the
gluoni and fermioni ontributions an be written as:
Afn;1 = A
N=1
n;1 − Asn;1 ,
Agn;1 = A
N=4














AN=1n;1 indiates the ontribution of a supersymmetri hiral multiplet formed by a salar
and a fermion. On the ontrary, AN=4n;1 is the ontribution of a supersymmetri vetor
multiplet that ontains one gluon, four fermions and three omplex salars. In Eq. (3.5)
the oneloop gluon term reeives as unique nonsupersymmetri ontribution a salar one,
that an be found in terms of tree level amplitudes, by means of the Optial Theorem and
the Cutkosky rules [52℄.
In summary, our work is mainly addressed to optimize QCD amplitude alulations,
although massive olored salars are also present in GUT models and supersymmetri
theories through squarks.
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3.2 An(1s; 2
+, ..., n− 1+;ns¯)
3.2.1 Introdution
To begin with, we onsider a n-gluon amplitude with two massive olored salars. The
authors of [53℄ have onsidered amplitudes with a pair of massive salars and n gluons of
positive heliity. They make an ansatz for suh an amplitude and then they prove it by
verifying that BGKS reursion relations are satised. One this result has been obtained, it
an be used to onstrut the amplitude with onenegative heliity gluon in any position, by
means of reursion relations. Indeed, the amplitude with n all-positive gluons is one piee
of the deomposition of the one-negative amplitude over its singularities. The other piee
is the unknown amplitude with n− 1 legs, from whih the reursion relation is build. The
expressions thus found are large and have ompliated denominators that are dangerous
when numerial omputations are performed, sine they an produe zeros. Atually, these
denominators are spurious, beause in the amplitudes alulated with Feynman diagrams
only multipartile poles an be generated, as they our when a propagator goes onshell.
Therefore, there must be a way of eliminating them.
In our rst alulation [54℄ we managed to nd a very ompat expression for the all
positive heliity amplitude with olored massive salars, through reursion relations. As
we mentioned in Setion 2.2, reursion relations are based on oshell urrents, that is
amplitudes where one leg is oshell. The building bloks of our alulation are then the
gluon and the salargluon oshell urrents and we ombine them with BCFW reursion
relations.
3.2.2 Oshell gluon urrent
To onstrut a nleg urrent we have to take into aount all the possible verties that an
be present. In the ase of gluoni amplitudes, we deal with the threegluon and fourgluon
verties shown in Fig. 2.4. The urrent with n external legs is the sum of all the possible
ways to onnet urrents with a lower number of legs by these two verties, as it is shown
in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The reursion relation for the oshell gluon urrent Jµ(1, 2, . . . , n) [51℄.
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The urrent is then given by [51℄:
















There are speial heliity ongurations whose reursion relations (3.7) have been resolved,
suh as the allpositive heliity ase [36℄. If the same referene momentum ξ for all the
gluons is hosen, the urrent has this shape:
Jµ(1+, 2+, . . . , n+) =
〈ξ|γµ/p1,n|ξ〉√
2〈ξ1〉〈12〉 · · · 〈nξ〉 . (3.8)
In order to extrat amplitudes from the oshell urrents, what we have to do is to replae
the (n+ 1)th gluon propagator with the polarization vetor, so that the amplitude an be
written in terms of the urrent Jµ as:
An+1(1, 2, . . . , n+ 1) = ip
2
1,nεµ(pn+1)J







i=1 pi ≡ p1,k and we remember that the gluon propagator is −i/p21,n [29,51℄.
Passing from amplitudes to urrents, the momentum onservation is preserved, but in the
urrent the (n + 1)th partile is now oshell, that is p2n+1 is not zero. For this reason
urrents are not physial objets and an depend on the gauge hoie for the remaining
gluons. In the allpositive heliity ase (3.8), Jµ has no poles in p21,n, therefore, one




1,n = 0, the amplitude
A(1+, . . . , n+ 1+) vanishes.
3.2.3 Oshell salargluon urrents and amplitudes
















The possible interations are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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a) b)
Figure 3.2: Salar QCD verties.




(pµs − pµs¯ ) , (3.11)
thus getting the olor ordered Feynman rule:
i√
2
(pµs − pµs¯ ). (3.12)
The two salarstwo gluons oupling of Fig. 3.2 b) an be set to zero by a onvenient
gauge hoie. Indeed, it is proportional to the salar produt of the two polarization
vetors ε(p1) · ε(p2), whih is zero for gluons of the same heliity if the gauge momenta are
hosen to be the same for both polarization vetors (Eq. 2.30). On the other hand, for
gluons that have opposite polarizations, ε(p1) · ε(p2) vanishes if the gauge momentum of
the rst boson is set equal to the momentum of the other one.
One we know the interation among the involved elds, we an onstrut the urrent
S(1s; . . . , n− 1), with the antisalar oshell. By denition
S(1s) = 1 . (3.13)
For the onegluon urrent S(1s; 2) we need to add the gluonsalar vertex. From momen-
tum onservation, the momentum of the antisalar an be written in terms of the others
ps¯ = −ps − pg, thus:
(ps − ps¯) · ε(pg) = (2ps − pg) · ε(pg) = 2ps · ε(pg), (3.14)
where we have taken into aount that ε(k) ·k = 0. The urrent with one gluon is obtained










p1 · J(2+), (3.15)
where we have alled p1 the momentum of the salar and we have dened y1,j = (p1+ . . .+
pj)
2−m2. With two gluons we have two ways of building the urrent, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
Thus, in terms of the urrents just built, we have:
S(1s; 2





S(1s) p1 · J(2+, 3+) + S(1s; 2+) p12 · J(3+)
)
. (3.16)
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Figure 3.3: The two graphs for S(1s; 2
+, 3+).
In the seond term we have from momentum onservation: ps¯ = −p12 − p3 and, one we
ontrat with J(3+), we are left with 2p12 · J(3+). The 1/y1,3 term omes from the salar
propagator, sine we are building oshell urrents. Going on with this proedure we arrive
at the reursion relation for the urrent :
S(1s; 2







+, . . . , k+)p1,k · J(k + 1+, . . . , n− 1+). (3.17)
Let us underline how the p1,k momentum is reated. The vertex with the momenta onser-
vation would give a momentum 2pµ1,k + p
µ
k+1,n−1 that is ontrated with the gluon urrent
giving:
〈ξ|(2/p1,k + /pk+1,n−1)/pk+1,n−1|ξ〉√




〈ξ k+1〉〈〈k+1, n−1〉〉〈n−1 ξ〉 , (3.18)
where 〈〈i, j〉〉 ≡ 〈i i+1〉 . . . 〈j−1 j〉. We have seen that the onshell amplitude is obtained
from the urrent divided by the propagator by putting the antisalar momentum onshell,




, i.e. y1,n−1 = 0:
An(1s; 2





Looking at Eq. (3.19), we are led to divide the urrent into a part that ontains a fator
1/y1,n−1 and another that does not. Thus, the latter goes to zero one the momentum goes
onshell. We observe that the term of the sum in (3.17) for k = n− 2 an be written as:
− 1
y1,n−1〈n−1 ξ〉 S(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 2+)〈ξ|/p1,n−2/pn−1|ξ〉. (3.20)
The following relationship holds for every k, due to the Shouten identity and a few triks
of spinorial heliity formalism:
〈ξ|p/1,kp/k+1,n−1|ξ〉 = 1〈k k+1〉
(
〈ξ k+1〉〈k|y1,k−1 + p/1,k−1p/k,n−1|ξ〉+
+ 〈kξ〉〈k+1|y1,k + p/1,kp/k+1,n−1|ξ〉
)
. (3.21)
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Applying Eq. (3.21), Eq. (3.20) beomes:
− S(1s; 2







With the following relationship:
y1,n−1 = y1,n−2 + p/1,n−2p/n−1 + p/n−1p/1,n−2 (3.23)
the seond term of Eq. (3.22) is transformed into:
〈ξ n−2〉
〈n−2n−1〉〈ξ n−1〉 S(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 2+), (3.24)
i.e. y1,n−1 in the denominator disappears. Applying the transformation (3.21) to all the
terms of the urrent, we do not nd any other term in whih y1,n−1 disappears, thus we
an write, for every n:
S(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+) = 〈n−2 ξ〉〈n−2n−1〉〈n−1 ξ〉 S(1s; 2





+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) . (3.25)
Let us nd the rst results for the amplitudes. In order to do this, we will use the following










([2|p/1p/23p/4,n−1|ξ〉 − [32]〈3|y12 + p/12p/3,n−1|ξ〉) . (3.27)
The well known n = 3 onshell amplitude an be obtained putting Eq. (3.15) in Eq. (3.19):
A3(1s; 2
+; 3s¯) = i
〈ξ|p/1|2]
〈ξ2〉 . (3.28)
The following result is S(1s; 2
+, 3+). By developing Eq. (3.16), we nd:
S(1s; 2






Then we apply the transformation (3.21) for k = n−2 = 2 and Eq. (3.23), and subsequently
the transformation (3.26) nding thus:
S(1s; 2
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and the amplitude:
A4(1s; 2
+, 3+; 4s¯) = i
m2[23]
y12〈23〉 . (3.31)
For the following term n = 5 the same substitutions are used, plus Eq. (3.27), thus nding:
A5(1s; 2
+, 3+, 4+; 5s¯) = i
m2[2|p/1p/23|4]
y12 y1,3〈〈2, 4〉〉 . (3.32)
The n = 6 amplitude is the rst that presents two terms. Here we are going to summarize
the steps to follow in order to nd a ompat result. The strategy is to perform the above
substitutions in the general expression for the amplitude and then to analyze the result.













+, . . . , k+)p1,k · J(k + 1+, . . . , n− 1+) +
−〈n− 2|y1,n−3 + p/1,n−3p/n−2,n−1|ξ〉
y1,n−1〈n−1 ξ〉〈n−2n−1〉 S(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 2+)
)
. (3.33)
It is useful to further separate the sum, isolating the k = 1 term. Replaing Eq. (3.26)
and Eq. (3.27) in this term and Eq. (3.21) in the other terms of the sum, we obtain the
following expression:
An = − m
2[2|p/1p/23p/4,n−1|ξ〉













+, . . . , k+)×
× 〈ξ k+1〉〈k|y1,k−1 + p/1,k−1p/k,n−1|ξ〉+ 〈kξ〉〈k+1|y1,k + p/1,kp/k+1,n−1|ξ〉〈k k+1〉〈ξ k+1〉〈〈k+1, n−1〉〉 +
− 1
i〈n−1 ξ〉 S(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 2+) 〈n− 2|y1,n−3 + p/1,n−3p/n−2,n−1|ξ〉〈n−2n−1〉 . (3.34)





on the rst term and then we use Eq. (3.23) to replae the terms that ontain a sum suh
as y1,ℓ + p/1,ℓp/ℓ+1,n−1 in the following way:
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The result that is obtained is very ompat and an be written as:
An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns) = i m
2







· · · 〈wj|p/1,wj−1|n− 1]−y1,wj
}
, (3.37)
where 4 ≤ w1 ≤ n− 2 and wi < wi+1 and all the possible values of wi must be taken.
It an be seen that in this result the number of terms grows as 2n−5 and eah of them is
proportional to m2, ontrarily to what found in [53℄, thus making the result muh simpler.
It is useful to verify that Eq. (3.37) satises the BGKS reursion relations. As suggested













This shift orresponds to the following shift of the spinors:
|2ˆ〉 = |2〉+ z|3〉 , |2ˆ] = |2] ,
|3ˆ] = |3]− z|2] , |3ˆ〉 = |3〉 . (3.39)











Figure 3.4: The reursion relation for An with the shift 〈2, 3].
Graph a) is zero for both the heliities of the internal propagator, beause the amplitude
on the right vanishes for every value of j. Thus, the only term that ontributes to the
reursion relation is graph b), where only the salar and the rst gluon are fatorized in
the left side:
An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) = A3(1s; 2ˆ+;−pˆ12s¯) i
y12
An−1(pˆ12s; 3ˆ
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) . (3.40)
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Thus, hoosing ξ = 3ˆ in the left amplitude and taking into aount that pˆ1,k = p1,k if k ≥ 3,
Eq. (3.37) beomes:
An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) =
i
m2 [2|p/1 pˆ/3 pˆ/12 pˆ/34










where wk ∈ [5, . . . , n−2]. Replaing z = −y12/[2|p/1|3〉 for the hannel under onsideration,
we nd the following relationship:
[2|p/1 pˆ/3 pˆ/12 pˆ/34 = [2|p/1p/23 (y1,4 − p/4 p/1,3) . (3.42)
With the help of this relationship it is easy to demonstrate that (3.41) reprodues the
on-shell amplitude (3.37). The rst term in the rhs of (3.42) generates all the terms that
do not ontain the 1/y1,4 propagator, while the seond term initiates the spinorial hains
for whih w1 = 4. This fat also explains why the number of terms ontributing to the
amplitude doubles eah time that we add one extra gluon. On the other hand, it is worth
to notie that we an bring the rst term of the rhs of (3.42) into the form
[2|p/1p/23 = [2|(y1,3 − p/3p/12) , (3.43)
thus obtaining:
An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) = i m
2 [2|(y1,3 − p/3p/12) (y1,4 − p/4 p/1,3)







· · · 〈wj|p/1,wj−1|n− 1]−y1,wj
}
, (3.44)
This suggests that we an regroup all the terms in the sum into a single one. Our nal
result for the amplitude with all gluons of positive heliity beomes thus:
An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) = im2 [2|
∏n−2
k=3(y1,k − p/kp/1,k−1)|n− 1]
y12 y1,3 · · · y1,n−2 〈〈2, n−1〉〉 =
= im2
[2|Φ3,j|n− 1]












Result (3.45), reported in Ref. [54℄, is extremely ompat, ompared, for instane, to the
previous expression given in Ref. [53℄. This makes it very useful in suessive alulations,
and as a tool to verify other results (see, e. g., Ref. [34℄).
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3.3 Amplitudes with a selfdual φ salar
3.3.1 Introdution
One we have obtained the form of the amplitude (3.45), it is interesting to investigate
how things hange if a selfdual olorless omplex φ salar is added.
One of the prinipal aims of LHC is to disover the Higgs boson, the partile predited
by the Standard Model to be the responsible of partiles having a mass. The prinipal
prodution hannel will be the gg → H proess, via a heavyquark loop [55℄. Sine loops
with other quarks are suppressed by a fator of the order of m2q/m
2
t , we an take into
aount only the top ontribution. NLO orretions to gg → H are important, sine they
inrease the ross setion by around 100%, but at the same time they are ompliated
sine twoloops alulations are needed. However, in the large mt mass limit we an deal
with the eetive vertex Hgg. This limit an be performed when the Higgs mass is lighter
than the top pair prodution threshold, that is mH < 2mt. Thus, the NLO orretions
involve only 1loop diagrams and they are simpler to alulate. The prodution of the
Higgs boson via gluon fusion is interesting also as a bakground of the vetorboson fusion
qq → H + 2 jets (VBF). This proess is useful to measure the Higgs oupling with the
vetor bosons W and Z, as it is shown in Fig. 3.5. NLO orretions to this proess
are very small, therefore it is neessary to know its bakground in order to separate the
interested signal [56℄. Calulations of Higgs prodution together with many partons (gluons
or fermions) is thus mandatory for LHC physis.
HW/Z
H
Figure 3.5: Higgs + jets prodution via VBF (left) and via gluon fusion (right).
Currently, the mass of the Higgs seems to be not too large. The global eletroweak t
gives an upper limit of 182 GeV [2℄. In this ase, we an use the eetive vertex that is
generated from integrating out the top mass in the gluon fusion.
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where two Higgs elds are introdued. H is a salar eld, while A is a pseudosalar one.
It is useful to dene two omplex auxiliary elds φ and φ†, sine the Lagrangian is simpler
if we use them. The φ eld is suh that the salar Higgs is the real part of it:
H = φ+ φ† , A =
1
i
(φ− φ†) . (3.48)




(Gµν + ∗Gµν) , GµνASD =
1
2














The amplitudes in terms of the new elds φ and φ† are simpler and to reover the result
for the Higgs we only need to sum the two amplitudes. The eetive verties found are:
V φggµν = −2i(gµνp1 · p2 − pµ2pν1 − iεµνρσpρ1pσ2 )








Let us review the results found so far. The allpositive and onenegative amplitudes are:
An(φ, 1
±, 2+, . . . , n+) = 0 (3.52)




+, . . . , j+f , . . . , n
+) = 0 , (3.53)
for both massless and massive quarks [57℄. We have no null results when the heliity of
one gluon beomes negative. For the gluon ase, the MHVlike amplitude is:
An(φ, 1
+, 2+, . . . , i−, . . . , j−, . . . , n+) =
〈ij〉4
〈12〉 · · · 〈n1〉 .
(3.54)
When quarks are present, in the massless ase it holds:
A(φ, 1+f , 2
+, . . . , j−f , . . . , m
−, . . . , n+) =
〈jm〉3〈1m〉
〈12〉〈23〉 · · · 〈n1〉 . (3.55)
In Eqs. (3.54) and (3.55) there is a 2i fator of dierene with respet to our notation.
It is important to notie that these amplitudes are the same in form as pure QCD. What
is dierent is the onservation of the momenta that now inlude the one arried by φ.
However, the V φgg vertex reates an amplitude that does not exist in QCD, that is the one
for n = 2:
A(φ, 1−, 2−) = −〈12〉2. (3.56)
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3.3.2 Calulation of amplitudes by Feynman diagrams
Our objetive is to onsider amplitudes with massive partiles. We will fous our attention
on amplitudes with a massive olored salarantisalar pair and a generi number of gluons,






Figure 3.6: n = 3 amplitude with massive salars.
The rst amplitude that we alulate is the n = 3 one. Here the only possible vertex is
V φgg (Eq. (3.51)). After a few manipulations, the amplitude results to be:
A3(φ; 1s; 2





The n = 4 amplitude reeives ontributions from both the twogluon and the threegluon
ouplings with the φ. The four possible ontributions are shown in Fig. 3.7. However,
hoosing the gauge ξ2 = p3, ξ3 = p2, we are only left with two of them, that is a) and b).






V φggσρ = (−2i)2
(
gσρp124 · p3 − p3σp124ρ
)
. (3.58)
We nd the result:
A4(φ; 1s; 2
































Figure 3.7: n = 4 amplitude with massive salars: all the possible Feynman diagrams.




+, 3−; 4s¯) = −2i 〈13〉
2〈34〉2
〈〈1, 4〉〉〈41〉 (3.60)
up to a multipliative fator. Let us remember in general the massless results in the ase of
salars. From supersymmetry we have seen how to obtain relationships between amplitudes
with a dierent ontent of partiles. From Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.55) we obtain, up to a
multipliative fator,
An(1s; 2
+ . . . , m−, . . . ;ns¯) =
〈m1〉2〈mn〉2
〈〈1, n〉〉〈n1〉 . (3.61)
3.3.3 Calulation of amplitudes through reursion relations.
The alulations made in the previous subsetion, obtained using the eetive vertex, show
that this method is quite ompliated when the number of gluons grows. An alternative
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method is the employment of BCFW reursion relations, whih allows to save alulations
by exploiting the n− 1 results to get the n one. Thus, BCFW reursion relations seem to
be the best tool for extending the alulations of the previous setion to a generi number
of gluons.
To start, we make the hoie of analyzing an amplitude where the negative heliity
gluon is plaed in the last position, next to the antisalar n. Let us rst examine a shift


















Figure 3.8: BCFW reursion relation for n amplitude, 〈n−2n−1] shift.
We notie that in the right part of the third diagram there is exatly the same amplitude
that we are going to alulate, with a gluon less. Of ourse this is quite annoying, beause it
would fore us to onstrut the amplitude iteratively, as seen in [53℄, with huge alulations.
The ideal situation would be performing a shift that allows automatially only known
amplitudes, for example making the fatorizations with the unwanted diagrams vanishing.
Suh a shift has been found and a result for An(1q; 2
+, . . . , n− 1−;nq¯) has been alulated
by Shwinn and Weinzierl [58℄. Their idea is to perform a shift on a massive fermion and
on the negative heliity gluon. Thus, a fatorization with the two fermions in dierent
amplitudes annot exist and the negative heliity gluon an never stay together with the
fermion. This implies that the unknown amplitude annot take part in the relations and
only amplitudes with all positive gluons, for whih we have shown a very ompat form in
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−, 3+, . . . , j+)
(3.62)





























This result, however, presents some spurious denominators that an reate problems when a
numerial alulation is performed. These denominators have no physial meaning, beause
in the original Feynman diagrams only propagators an generate denominators, therefore
there must be a way to eliminate them. Our purpose is to make the result simpler, so that
denominators an be simplied. Unlike [58℄, we develop our analysis with olored salars
instead of quarks and a φ boson added. Moreover, our negative heliity gluon is n − 1
instead of 2.
3.3.4 Caneling spurious poles
Performing the shift on the momenta pn and pn−1, we nd only one kind of diagram dierent
from zero, that is the one where the quark and the antiquark are fatorized in the same
amplitude together with a number j − 1 of gluons. It is useful to onsider separately the
rst diagram, where the left amplitude is a threepoint one and the last, with j = n− 2,























Figure 3.9: BCFW reursion relation for n amplitude, shift on pn and pn−1.
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〈n− 1|γµ|ℓn] , (3.65)
where





The reursion relation for Aa is:






+, . . . , n− 2+) , (3.67)








〈〈2, n−1〉〉 . (3.68)





〈n− 1|p/np/1n|2〉 = −i
〈n− 1|p/1p/n|n− 1〉2
s1n〈〈2, n−1〉〉〈2|p/1p/n|n− 1〉 . (3.69)




k=3(y1,k − p/kp/1,k−1)| − pˆnj]





〈〈j+1, n−1〉〉〈pˆnj j+1〉 ,
(3.70)
where pnj ≡ p1,j + pn. Using the same triks as above, we get to the following result:
Ajb = −im2
[2|Φ3,j p/nj |n− 1〉
〈〈2, n−1〉〉snj
〈j j+1〉〈n− 1|p/njp/n|n− 1〉2
〈j|p/njp/n|n− 1〉〈j + 1|p/njp/n|n− 1〉 . (3.71)
We see that the third graph in Fig. 3.9 is simply Ac ≡ An−2b . This graph does not exist in
pure QCD, but it appears now, sine A(φ;−,−) 6= 0, thus the sum over j runs from j = 2
to j = n− 2. Moreover, we an inlude Aa in the sum, too, as A1a. Putting together these







snj〈n− 1|p/np/nj |j + 1〉
{
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〈〈1, n〉〉〈n1〉 . (3.73)
Still, in this expression spurious denominators do hold over. The way of getting rid of
them is to rearrange Eq. (3.72). The generi jth term for j ≥ 3 an be manipulated in a
quite laborious way in order to be divided in the sum of three parts:
〈n− 1|p/np/nj |n− 1〉2〈j j+1〉
snj〈n− 1|p/np/nj|j + 1〉〈n− 1|p/np/nj |j〉 [2|Φ3,j p/nj|n− 1〉 =
=
〈n− 1|p/np/nj |n− 1〉
snj
〈n−1 j+1〉
〈n− 1|p/np/nj|j + 1〉 [2|Φ3,j p/nj|n− 1〉+
+
〈n− 1|p/np/nj |n− 1〉
snj
〈j n−1〉
〈n− 1|p/np/nj|j〉 [2|Φ3,j−1 p/nj−1|n− 1〉+
+
〈n− 1|p/np/nj |n− 1〉
snjy1j
[2|Φ3,j−1 p/j|n−1〉 ≡ aj + b1j + b2j (3.74)
In this way, we an pass from one twoterms denominator to three single ones. Thus, we
have the following kind of sum:








j+1 + . . . (3.75)
and we are going to sum every aj term with the b
1







j+1+ . . . . (3.76)
The reason why we do this kind of grouping is that these terms have the same denominator
and the same produtory multiplied and the guess is that the sum of the numerators an
give a quantity that anels suh a denominator. Atually, this happens and, after a bit
more tehnialities, the nal result is found:
An(φ; 1s, 2
+, . . . , n− 2+, n− 1−, ns¯) = −i
y12 〈〈2, n−1〉〉
{























The top quark was disovered in 1995 by the CDF and D0 experiments at the Tevatron
pp¯ ollider, hosted at Fermilab [13, 14℄. It was introdued as the weak isospin partner of
the b quark, sine the b quark detetion in 1977 [59℄, for two prinipal reasons [60℄. In the
rst plae, its existene explains the absene of avour hanging neutral urrents, through
the GIM mehanism that was already introdued for the c quark. A seond motivation,
and more fundamental, is that the existene of three quark families, as well as three lepton
families, guarantees the absene of anomalies in the eletroweak theory, thus allowing it to
be renormalizable. The weak isospin of the b quark was measured to be −1/2, so that the
top quark had to be "up-type". Constraints on the top quark mass were set during the
next years, thanks to eletroweak preision data. Eletroweak one-loop orretions ∆r an












where GF is the Fermi eletroweak onstant and αe.m. =
e2
4π
. The loop ontributions oming
from the top quark depend quadratially on the top quark mass, while those oming from
the Higgs boson have a logarithmi dependene on the Higgs boson mass. This means that
eletroweak data an set stronger onstraints on the top quark mass than on the Higgs
mass. In Fig. 4.1 the top quark and the Higgs boson eletroweak loop orretions to the
W and Z boson self energies are shown. Eventually, the top quark was disovered exatly
in the mass range predited by LEP preision tests.
In the SM, the top quark is the heaviest known elementary partile, being as heavy as
a gold atom. The most reent measurements at the Tevatron give the world average [61℄:
mt = 173.1± 0.6stat. ± 1.7syst. GeV . (4.2)
This means that the top quark behaves dierently from the other quarks [62℄. Its lifetime
is very short, so that the top quark deays before hadronizing. This way, some of its
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Figure 4.1: Eletroweak loop ontributions to the W and Z boson self energies originating
from the top quark (up) and from the Higgs boson (down).
properties, suh as, for example, the spin, are transferred diretly to the deay produts.
The top does not get to be depolarized by the strong interations, thus its spin an be
studied in the angular distribution of the deay produts. The spae the top quark an
y before deaying is about 0.1 fm, less than the typial hadroni size. In this range, the
QCD strength is still weak and the top quark behaves like a free partile. Due to the very
short top quark life-time, in priniple, any theoretial analysis should take into aount
both the prodution and the deay. Nevertheless, the deay width of the top quark is very
narrow ompared with its mass, being Γt/mt ≃ 0.008, so it is possible to fatorize the two
proesses with good approximation to an on-shell prodution and subsequent deay.
The top quark mass is heavy ompared to the masses of the other quarks and it is of the
same order of the Higgs boson vauum expetation value. This fat suggests that the top
quark ould play an important role in the eletroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) and
larify the nature of this mehanism [63℄. In the SM the partile responsible of the EWSB
is the Higgs boson, that has not been observed yet. Other models have been developed
where dierent partiles plays the same role, for instane, a bound state of top quarks in
tehniolor and topolor models, where top ondensation is present. These models predit
the existene of heavy gauge bosons oupling to top quarks. Also, extra-dimensional models
suh as Randall-Sundrum and ADD take into onsideration the hierarhy problem, that is,
why the weak sale is so dierent from the Plank sale. In these models, the existene of
TeV gravitons is predited. The oupling of gravitons to a tt¯ pair hanges the dierential
ross setion distribution of top quark pair prodution from the SM predition. For a
review of new top dynamis in the EWSB, see, for example, [64℄.
4.2 Pair prodution
At the typial energies of hadron olliders, perturbative QCD an be used to desribe the
physis of the top quark. The tt¯ pair prodution at the LHC is given at the tree level
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Figure 4.2: Graphs that ontribute to the tree level QCD ross setion in the quark-antiquark
prodution.
by the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 4.2, where in the SM the intermediate partile
an be either a photon, a Z0 or a gluon in events suh as a) and a gluon in events of b)
kind. Eletroweak ontributions to the ross setion are usually negligible ompared to the
QCD ones. The fatorization theorem tells us that at every order in perturbation theory
the ross setion is given by the onvolution among the perturbative hard subproess ross













The parton distribution funtion fa/p1 represents the probability density distribution for
the momentum fration x1 of the parton a inside the proton p1. It is evaluated at a ertain
fatorization sale µF , neessary in order to absorb the innite quantities that arise from
the ollinear singularities. The partoni ross setion an be written as:
σˆab→tt¯X = [σˆ0 + αS(µ
2
R)σˆ1 + . . .]
ab→tt¯X , (4.4)
where µ2R is the renormalization sale. At all orders in perturbation theory, σ
p1p2→tt¯X
does not depend on these sales, beause the dependene of the subproess ross setion
ompensates the sale dependene of the PDFs. However, at a xed order, this anellation
is not exat and an appropriate hoie of the sales has to be made in order to minimize
the xed order dependene. Often, values of µR similar to the typial momentum sales
of the sattering proess and also µR = µF are hosen. This avoids large logarithms [65℄.
The sum in Eq. (4.3) is over all the possible partoni subproesses. The evolution of the
parton distribution funtions as a funtion of Q2 is given by the DGLAP equations [66℄,
while the dependene on the momentum fration an only be extrated from tting data.
4.3 Top quark deay
The t quark deays almost exlusively to a b quark, by emitting aW+ boson: its branhing
ratio in the SM is B(t → bW+) = 0.998. While the b quark is deteted as a jet, the W
gauge boson an deay either leptonially, to a lepton and a neutrino, or hadronially, to
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a quark and an antiquark. The hadroni deay is roughly three times more probable than
the leptoni one, sine the quarks appear in three olors. Thus, there are dierent possible
signals in tt¯ prodution, depending on the deay mode of the two W bosons, as shown in
Fig. 4.3. The all-hadroni mode (c), that is, where both W 's deay hadronially, has the
largest branhing ratio, but it is also the most diult experimentally, beause there are no
leptons. The dilepton hannel (b), where both the gauge bosons deay leptonially, has a
small branhing ratio and two neutrinos in the nal state, whih makes the reonstrution
of the tt¯ invariant mass diult. The semi-leptoni hannel (a), where oneW boson deays
hadronially and the other one leptonially, has a signiant branhing ratio and a lower
bakground than the totally hadroni mode, and it is thus onsidered the best hannel for
disovering heavy resonanes deaying to tt¯. To identify the deay in this hannel, one
































Figure 4.3: Semi-leptoni (a), leptoni (b) and totally hadroni (c) deay of a tt¯ quark pair.
4.4 Heavy olored resonanes
In beyond the Standard Model senarios, more partiles besides the SM gauge bosons an
be involved in top quark pair prodution. Indeed, several models predit the existene of
heavy olored resonanes deaying to top quarks that might be observed at the LHC, like
axigluons in hiral olor models [6870℄, olorons [71℄ or Kaluza Klein exitations in extra
dimensional models [7278℄. Their existene modies the qq¯ → tt¯ prodution ross-setion,
while gluon-gluon fusion to top quarks stays, at rst order, unaltered, beause a pair of
gluons do not ouple to a single extra resonane in this kind of models. For example, the
asymmetri hiral olor model [69℄ allows the existene of three axigluon verties, whih are
forbidden in the usual hiral olor model by parity [68℄, but exlude gluon-gluon-axigluon
verties as well. Models in extra warped dimensions, where KK modes an be single
produed, have been onstruted [76℄, but in the onventional and more extended extra
dimensional models, a single KK gauge eld does not ouple to two SM gauge bosons at
leading order by orthonormality of eld proles [72℄. The new interation between quarks
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and the extra resonane reads:
Lres. ≡ igsψ¯qγµ(gqV + gqAγ5)RaµTaψq , (4.5)
where, in the most general ase, eah quark with avor q an ouple with dierent strength









ν − ∂νRaµ + gsfabcRbµRcν .
Deteting suh resonanes with masses in the TeV region is not an easy task, beause
the top quarks are very energeti. This means that they are very boosted, thus their deay
produts are highly ollimated. This makes the identiation of the jets diult, due to a
high level of overlapping. Moreover, light jets an be more easily interpreted as b-jets. [67℄.
The natural signature of these resonanes is a peak in the invariant mass distribution of
the top-antitop quark pair loated at the mass of the new resonane. Colored resonanes
are fairly broad: ΓG/mG = O(αs) ∼ 10%. Present lower bounds on their mass are about
1 TeV. The latest exlusion limit by CDF [79℄ at 95% C.L. is 260 GeV< mG < 1.250 TeV
for axigluons and avor-universal olorons (with cot θ = 1 mixing of the two SU(3)).
However, asymmetries an be an alternative way of revealing these resonanes. Some
of those exoti gauge bosons, suh as the axigluons, might generate already at tree-level
a harge asymmetry through the interferene with the qq¯ → tt¯ SM amplitude [8083℄. In
priniple, one ould guess that a harge asymmetry an be generated without introdu-
ing any resonane, and onsidering instead CP violating models where hromoeletri or
hromomagneti dipoles [84℄ are generated. In these models, the Lagrangian reads:




where dM(E) is the magneti(eletri) dipole moment and the γ5 matrix is present in the
hromoeletri ase and is not in the hromomagneti ase. From (4.6) a gluon-gluon-








A harge asymmetry in theories with (hromo)eletri(magneti) dipole moments an be
generated only for polarized beams and if the deay produts are analyzed. Diret alu-
lation for the harge asymmetry under onsideration resulted in zero.
Let us now review briey the basi features of the most representative models of heavy
olored resonanes deaying to top-antitop quark pair.
4.4.1 Top olor models and olorons
These models extend the SM to an enlarged gauge group alled topolor group SU(3)h ⊗
SU(3)ℓ that breaks to SU(3)color [85℄. In top olor models the third generation of quarks
transforms under SU(3)h and the light quarks transform under SU(3)ℓ [68, 70℄, while,
in oloron models, all quarks transform in the same way under both SU(3) [71℄. With
the symmetry breaking, the partile spetrum is enrihed with massive olor-otet gauge
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bosons, alled topgluons, that ouple purely vetorially to the top quarks. In the top
olor ase, these bosons ouple preferentially with the top and bottom quarks, while in
avor universal oloron models they have the same oupling strength with all the avours.
Depending on the strength of the oupling, a ondensate of two heavy quarks an be
generated also.
A more omplete formulation of the ideas that base these models is topolor-assisted
tehniolor [86℄. Here the symmetry group is:
GTC ⊗ SU(3)h ⊗ SU(3)ℓ ⊗ SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)h ⊗ U(1)ℓ , (4.8)
whih breaks to the low energy
GTC ⊗ SU(3)color ⊗ U(1)e.m. , (4.9)
where GTC is the tehniolor gauge group. The third generation of quarks ouple preferen-
tially to SU(3)h⊗U(1)h, while the rst and seond ones to SU(3)ℓ⊗U(1)ℓ. The symmetry
breaking provides a mass for the oloron and the Z ′ whih are the bosons responsible of
arrying new interations for the third generation doublet.
4.4.2 Chiral olor models and axigluons
Another possible extension of the SM gauge group at higher energy is the gauge group
SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y [70℄. The hiral olor group SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R is
broken to the diagonal subgroup SU(3)color. Originally, the sale at whih both symmetry
breakings our, by the Higgs mehanism, was proposed to be the same, around few hun-
dreds GeV. A variety of new partiles are predited, aording to the dierent models, but
there is one important model-independent predition: besides the W and the Z bosons,
another olor-otet massive gauge boson, eletrially neutral, appears, with a mass sim-
ilar to the eletroweak gauge bosons whih is alled axigluon. Indeed, its oupling with
fermions is purely axial and the oupling strength is the same as QCD. In axigluon models
a harge asymmetry is generated already at the tree level. In [80℄ a rst analysis has been
performed pointing out that the forward-bakward asymmetry is more sensitive to larger
values of the axigluon mass than the invariant mass distribution of the top quark pair.
4.4.3 Extra dimensional models
Extra dimensional models address the hierarhy problem, one of the still open questions in
partile physis today, namely why the Plank uniation sale and the eletroweak sale
are so dierent. Indeed, we have:
MEW
MPl.
≃ 10−20 . (4.10)
Anyway, there are proposed models where the Plank sale is not the fundamental sale of
gravity [73, 74℄.
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The rst in developing the idea of extra dimensions have been Kaluza and Klein [87℄
in the seond deade of the last entury. A ve-dimensional spae was proposed, where
besides the four familiar dimensions of spae-time, a new dimension was added, urled up
in a irle. The size of this new dimension is very small, of the same order of magnitude as
the Plank length sale, thus has not visible eets on the observable physis. The ground
state of this spae-time is thusM4×S1, whereM4 is the usual four dimensional Minkowski
spae and S1 the irle. Small osillations around the ground state generate a spetrum of
massive exitations, alled the Kaluza-Klein (KK) tower [88℄. Their masses are inversely
proportional to the S1 radius. Also, a nite number of massless modes is found, among
whih is the spin-2 graviton. This theory has been negleted for a long time sine it seemed
not to have any realisti implementation, and has been studied only as a mathematial
struture. Nevertheless, some of its phenomenologial impliations appear in subsequent
models.
For instane, Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD) [73℄ introdued n new om-
pat dimensions in addition to the usual 4-dimension spae-time. SM ordinary elds are
onned to a 4-dimensional subspae, alled 3-brane and are not inuened by these ad-
ditional dimensions, whih are ompatied. Gravity, on the other hand, an propagate
freely through the whole spae (bulk). Kaluza-Klein gravitons are generated that ouple
with SM elds and an thus be deteted. In these models, the Plank sale is related to




The original suppression fator 1/MPl. hanges to 1/M , that an be of the order of around
TeV
−1
, if the ompatiation volume is large enough. This fator allows these models to
undergo phenomenologial analyses. Indeed, upper bounds have already been set, getting
M & 1 TeV.
The ADD model, while eliminating the hierarhy problem between the Plank and the
eletroweak sale, however, introdues a new one between the ompatiation volume and
MEW. To solve this problem, Randall and Sundrum [74℄ proposed a new extra dimensional
model (RS model), where there is no need to introdue a new sale. They proposed a
5-dimensional, non fatorizable spae, where the 4-dimensional metri is multiplied by an




Here, φ is the new extra dimension, that ranges from 0 to π and whose size is given by rc,
while k is a fator of the size of the Plank sale. To generate a large hierarhy a large rc
is not needed, due to the fat that the funtion is an exponential and therefore varies very
rapidly on rc. The ratio between the 5-dimensional Plank sale and the inverse of the
ompatiation radius is just krc ≃ 50, ompared to the (MPl./M)2/n = (MPl./TeV)2/n of
the ADD model. The Kaluza-Klein gravitons in the Randall-Sundrum model are predited
to have a mass around the TeV and ouple with the SM elds with a suppression fator
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of the order of the TeV as well, thus the oupling is enhaned ompared to the ADD
model. Thus, these states ould be generated as resonanes and deay at a rate that an
be observed at the LHC. In the original model, the SM elds an only propagate in the
4-dimensional spae. However, models have followed, where they are allowed to live in the
whole bulk [77℄. This feature has various interesting impliations like the suppression of
avour-hanging neutral urrents, the explanation of the fermion mass hierarhy or the
gauge oupling uniation. A onsequene of these models is the existene of Kaluza-Klein
exitations of the SM gauge bosons. In partiular, KK gluons should have the largest
oupling of all and will be among the rst to be deteted at the LHC. For masses above
the tt¯ threshold, the KK gluon deays mainly to a top-antitop quark pair, with a branhing
ratio depending on the model, while the ouplings with the light quarks are suppressed in
most bulk RS models.
4.5 The top quark harge asymmetry at hadron olliders
4.5.1 The harge asymmetry in QCD
QCD at tree level predits that top-antitop quark pair prodution at hadron olliders is
harge symmetri, namely the dierential harge asymmetry, dened as:
A(cos θ) =
Nt(cos θ)−Nt¯(cos θ)
Nt(cos θ) +Nt¯(cos θ)
(4.13)
vanishes for every value of θ. In (4.13), Nt(t¯)(cos θ) is the number of top (antitop) quarks
produed at a ertain angle θ. Nevertheless, an asymmetry is generated at O(α3s). The or-
retions to the ross setion at this order, that generate suh an asymmetry, are represented
in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The asymmetry is given by two dierent kinds of ontribution [89℄: on
one hand, the radiative orretions given by the interferene of nal-state with initial-state
bremsstrahlung (Fig. 4.4 (d + f) ⊗ (e + g)) and the interferene of the double virtual
gluon exhange with the Born amplitude (Fig. 4.4 a ⊗ (b + c)). On the other, interfer-
enes between the dierent graphs of gluon-quark proesses, whose amplitudes are shown
in Fig. 4.5. In [89℄ it has been alulated that qg originated proesses generate a ontri-
bution to the asymmetry muh smaller than qq¯, so it is possible to neglet them as far as
the harge asymmetry is onerned. Finally, the gluon-gluon initiated proess is obviously
symmetri. The harge asymmetry oming from the real hard radiation has opposite sign
ompared to the soft and virtual orretions and the latter is always larger than the former.
The soft gluon radiation generates an infrared singularity that is aneled exatly by the
one emerging in the double gluon exhange. On the other hand, ultraviolet singularities
are absent in the antisymmetri part of the double gluon exhange, as well as ollinear
singularities in the limit mq → 0, where mq is the mass of the inoming light quark. This
an be understood beause suh singularities ould be aneled only by terms proportional
to the lower order, but the lower order is symmetri.
The way a harge asymmetry arises in QCD is analogous to what happens in Quantum
Eletrodynamis [90℄. In a e+e− → µ+µ− annihilation, the ross setion reeives harge







Figure 4.4: Graphs originated by qq¯ that ontribute to the QCD harge asymmetry in quark-
antiquark prodution.
asymmetri ontributions at O(α3e.m.) from the same amplitudes as the ones shown in
Fig. 4.4 (where the gluon is replaed by a photon and the light and top quarks are replaed
by eletrons and muons respetively). The photon has harge onjugation C = −1. In the
a ⊗ (b+ c) and (d+ f) ⊗ (e+ g) interferenes, an odd number of photons appears and a
minus sign under harge onjugation results, thus leading to an asymmetry in the µ+ and
µ− prodution. In QCD, the gluon has not a denite sign under harge onjugation and
the above produts of amplitudes ontain both C-even and C-odd omponents.
The a ⊗ b, d ⊗ e and f ⊗ e ontributions (1) are related to the a ⊗ c, d ⊗ g and f ⊗ g
(2) respetively by:
σ(1)(t, t¯) = −σ(2)(t¯, t) , (4.14)
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Figure 4.5: Graphs originated by qg that ontribute to the QCD harge asymmetry in quark-
antiquark prodution.
without taking into aount the olor fators. The olor fators are:
C1 ∝ d2 + f 2
C2 ∝ d2 − f 2 , (4.15)
where d2 ≡ dabcdabc and f 2 ≡ fabcfabc, so the asymmetry just selets the d2 fator. This
means that only olor-singlet quark-antiquark ongurations produe the asymmetry.
4.5.2 Experimental measurements and theoretial preditions
At partoni level, the top quark is emitted preferentially in the diretion of the light
inoming quark [89℄, so the partoni entral asymmetry integrated in the forward region
Aˆ =
dσt(cos θˆ ≥ 0)− dσt¯(cos θˆ ≥ 0)
dσt(cos θˆ ≥ 0) + dσt¯(cos θˆ ≥ 0)
(4.16)
is positive. It an be seen that Eq. (4.16) is equivalent to the forward-bakward asymmetry,
dened as:
AˆFB =
dσt(cos θˆ ≥ 0)− dσt(cos θˆ ≤ 0)
dσt(cos θˆ ≥ 0) + dσt(cos θˆ ≤ 0)
. (4.17)
QCD is harge-invariant, so, after performing a harge onjugation, the physis should
not hange. As shown in Fig. 4.6, this implies the ondition dσt(cos θˆ) = dσt¯(cos(π − θˆ)).
The forwardbakward asymmetry of top quarks has already been measured at the
Tevatron proton-antiproton ollider [9194℄, at a enter-of-mass energy of
√
s = 1.96 TeV.
The CDF analyses provide the measurement in the lepton plus jets hannel. The most
reent value for the forward-bakward asymmetry in the laboratory frame is [93℄:
App¯FB =
Nt(cos θ > 0)−Nt(cos θ < 0)
Nt(cos θ > 0) +Nt(cos θ < 0)
= 0.193± 0.065 stat. ± 0.024 syst. , (4.18)











Figure 4.6: CP transformation of qq¯ → tt¯.
where θ is the angle between the top quark and the proton beam. This value has been
extrated with a luminosity of 3.2 fb−1 and has to be ompared with the one year old
published result: App¯ = 0.17 ± 0.07 stat. ± 0.04 syst., with 1.9 fb−1 [91℄. The unertainty
of both measurements is still large, but systemati errors have been improved onsider-
ably from one measurement to another, and statistial errors have dereased aordingly.
Moreover, interestingly the unertainty is still statistially dominated, and hene signiant
improvements should be expeted in the near future.
The total harge asymmetry generated at the Tevatron by QCD at NLO has been
alulated to be [80, 81℄:
A =
Nt(y ≥ 0)−Nt¯(y ≥ 0)
Nt(y ≥ 0) +Nt¯(y ≥ 0) = 0.051(6) , (4.19)






E − pz , (4.20)
where pz is the momentum of the parton relative to the beam axis. The range of the
rapidity is (−∞,∞): y = 0 if pz = 0, that orresponds to a π/2 angle with the beam and
y = ±∞ for pz = ±|p| = ±E in the relativisti limit where the masses are set to zero. In a
realisti analysis, a maximum value for the rapidity is taken not greater than a few units.
We note that the rapidity is positive in the forward diretion, that is for θ ∈ (0, π/2) and
negative in the bakward diretion, for θ ∈ (π/2, π).
The expressions for the dierent ontributions to the dierential ross setion are listed
in Appendix B.1. The value reported in Eq. (4.19) has been alulated using the LO for
both the numerator and the denominator. However, the NLO orretions to the ross
setion are quite large, around 30% or even more [95℄, so, from a onservative point of
view, an unertainty of around 30% should be assigned to the asymmetry. Nevertheless,
the dominant orretions from ollinear emission are expeted to anel [89℄. The error
is alulated taking into aount dierent PDF sets and renormalization and fatorization
sales, as well as the error on the top quark mass. Predition (4.19) for the inlusive harge
asymmetry is robust with respet to the higher-order perturbative orretions generated
by threshold resummation [96℄. The forwardbakward asymmetry of the exlusive proess
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pp¯→ tt¯+ jet has, however, large higher order orretions and is almost ompletely washed
out at the Tevatron [97℄.
Comparing the theoretial predition (4.19) with the experimental result (4.18), a dis-
repany emerges of about two sigmas, that opens a window to the presene of new physis.
Although it is too early to laim new physis there, beause the statistial error of the mea-
surement is rather large, it is possible to put onstraints to some general parameters that
appear in models with new physis. As expeted, this result has led to a renewed interest
in looking for new models that would aount for this eet [98106℄.
4.5.3 The top quark harge asymmetry beyond the SM
As said in Setion 4.4, there are models where the presene of a heavy olored resonane
generates a harge asymmetry, that ould, in priniple, explain the disrepany of the
Tevatron measurements with the SM. This is, for instane, the ase of the axigluon whih
has only axial-vetor oupling with both light and top quarks.
We have studied, in a model independent way, heavy olor-otet boson resonanes
deaying to tt¯ with arbitrary vetor and axial-vetor ouplings to quarks. In Appendix B.2
we list the dierential ross setions in the presene of suh a resonane. We have alulated
the harge asymmetry generated in this toy model in the senario of the urrent hadron
olliders, namely the Tevatron and the LHC, in order to give reliable preditions about the
possibility of measuring it in the next years. In Chapter 5 we present an analysis performed
with the Tevatron parameters, that is reported in papers [107℄ and [108℄. In Chapter 6 we
evaluate the top quark harge asymmetry in a given nite interval of rapidities together
with its statistial signiane, aording to the paper [108℄.
In the most popular models of warped extra dimensions, the Kaluza-Klein exitations
of the gluon ouple identially to the left-handed and the right-handed light quarks, and
these ouplings are dierent only for the third generation. A harge asymmetry annot
be generated in this kind of models by the prodution mehanism. An asymmetry will
arise, however, in the deay produts of the top quark. The polarization asymmetry from
the angular distribution of the positron from the top quark deay has been investigated
for example in [75℄. However, the prodution of top quark pairs together with one jet an
generate an asymmetry also in this kind of models. This motivates our study of tt¯ + jet
proesses, reported in [109℄ and disussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5
Analysis at the Tevatron
5.1 Introdution
The Tevatron, loated at the Fermi National Aelerator Laboratories, near Chiago, USA,
is a proton-antiproton high energy ollider. It has reahed a enter-of-mass energy of√
s = 1.96 TeV and has been the world's highest energy mahine before the LHC. The
Tevatron has been running sine 1985 and hosts various experiments, among them CDF
and D0 whih disovered the top quark in 1995.
Figure 5.1: Air view of the Tevatron.
The maximum instantaneous luminosity L reahed at the Tevatron has been 4.04 ×
1032 m−2 s−1 a few months ago, where L is dened as the number of partiles in the
beam per unit area per unit time. The number of interations of a physis proess per
unit of time dN/dt is given by the produt of its total ross setion and the instantaneous
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= L σ . (5.1)




L dt , (5.2)
that is related to the number of partiles of the beam over a nite period of time. At
the moment, the Tevatron has reorded 8 fb−1 of integrated luminosity and has analyzed
about 3− 4 fb−1.
5.2 Top quark harge asymmetries
At the Tevatron, most of the proesses is initiated by qq¯ ollisions that generate a harge
asymmetry, as we have seen in Chapter 4. Gluon-gluon fusion, whih represents only 15%
of all the events at the Tevatron, remains harge symmetri. Due to CP invariane, the
harge asymmetry is equivalent to a forwardbakward asymmetry.
The CDF analyses provide two dierent measurements in the lepton plus jets hannel.
The rst measurement is made in the laboratory frame, and the most reent value is [93℄:
App¯FB =
Nt(cos θ > 0)−Nt(cos θ < 0)
Nt(cos θ > 0) +Nt(cos θ < 0)
= 0.193± 0.065 stat. ± 0.024 syst. , (5.3)
as shown in Setion 4.5.2. The seond measurement exploits the Lorentz invariane of the
dierene between the t and t¯ rapidities, ∆y = yt − yt¯. Indeed, at LO it is related to the
top quark prodution angle θtt¯ in the tt¯ rest frame by [110℄:
∆y = 2 tanh−1 (β cos θtt¯) , (5.4)
where β =
√
1− 4m2t/sˆ is the top quark veloity. So, the region ∆y ≥ 0 orresponds to
cos θtt¯ ≥ 0. Its value, with 1.9 fb−1 of data, is [91℄:
Att¯FB =
Nev.(∆y > 0)−Nev.(∆y < 0)
Nev.(∆y > 0) +Nev.(∆y < 0)
= 0.24± 0.13 stat. ± 0.04 syst. . (5.5)
The measurement at D0 [92℄ with 0.9 fb−1 integrated luminosity, also performed in the
lepton plus jets hannel, gives for the unorreted asymmetry
AobsFB = 0.12± 0.08 (stat)± 0.01 (sys) . (5.6)
Like CDF, this analysis uses yt − yt¯ as sensitive variable. Measurements of the exlusive
asymmetry of the four- and ve-jet samples are also given by both experiments [92,93℄. A
good agreement is found between the unorreted values of both experiments.
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The orresponding theoretial preditions are [80℄:
A = Nt(y ≥ 0)−Nt¯(y ≥ 0)
Nt(y ≥ 0) +Nt¯(y ≥ 0) = 0.051(6) , (5.7)
for the inlusive harge asymmetry, or forwardbakward asymmetry (A = App¯FB), and
AY =
∫
dY (Nev.(yt > yt¯)−Nev.(yt < yt¯))∫
dY (Nev.(yt > yt¯) +Nev.(yt < yt¯))
= 0.078(9) , (5.8)
for the integrated pair asymmetry, whih is dened through the average rapidity Y = 1
2
(yt+
yt¯). The dierential pair asymmetry is almost at in the average rapidity, and amounts
to about 7% for any value of Y . The orresponding integrated asymmetry is equivalent
to the integrated forwardbakward asymmetry in the tt¯ rest frame: AY = Att¯FB and this
is the reason why the pair asymmetry is larger than the forwardbakward asymmetry.
Indeed, events where both t and t¯ are produed with positive or negative rapidities in
the laboratory frame do not ontribute to the integrated forwardbakward asymmetry,
while they do ontribute to the pair asymmetry, beause in the partoni frame t and t¯
are always bak-to-bak, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The experimental measurements of the top
quark asymmetry in Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.5), although still statistially dominated, disagree
with the orresponding theoretial preditions in Eq. (5.7) and Eq. (5.8), respetively, by








Laboratory frame Partonic frame
Figure 5.2: The forwardbakward asymmetry is larger in the partoni frame than in the
laboratory frame.
We shall onsider in the following the prodution of heavy olor-otet boson resonanes
deaying to top-antitop quark pairs with a non-vanishing axial-vetor oupling to quarks.
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We shall not stik here to a partiular model, but will analyze the most general senario
where the heavy resonane interats with quarks with arbitrary vetor gV and axial-vetor
gA strength relative to the strong oupling gs. We also assume that there is no diret
oupling of a single resonane to an even number of gluons, and therefore the prodution of
top quarks is driven by qq¯ events. This hoie is motivated by dierent implementations of
models prediting the existene of extra olor-otet gauge bosons, as seen in the previous
hapter. Moreover, gluon-gluon initiated events are symmetri. This means that, even
though the total prodution ross setion would inrease in the presene of the oupling
of a single resonane to an even number of gluons, the harge asymmetry would not be
aeted. The Born dierential ross setion for qq¯ annihilation in the presene of a olor-
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The harge asymmetry is built up from the two ontributions of (5.9) that are odd in the
polar angle. The rst one arises from the interferene with the gluon amplitude, and is pro-
portional to the produt of the axial-vetor ouplings of the light and the top quarks. This
ontribution, provided that the produt of the ouplings is positive, is negative in the for-
ward diretion for invariant masses of the top-antitop quark pair below the resonane mass,
and hanges sign above. The seond ontribution, arising from the squared amplitude
of the heavy resonane, although always positive for positive ouplings, is suppressed with
respet to the ontribution of the interferene term by two powers of the resonane mass.
For large values of the ouplings, however, the squared amplitude of the resonane might
ompensate the interferene ontribution, then leading to a positive forwardbakward
asymmetry, beause it is enhaned by the produt of the vetor ouplings. Indeed, for
sˆ = s¯ ≡ m
2
G




the two odd terms anel to eah other, and above that value the ontribution to the
forwardbakward asymmetry beomes positive.
To simplify our analysis we onsider that the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings, whih




V = gV , and
gqA = g
t
A = gA, where q labels the oupling of the exited gluon to light quarks, and t to
top quarks. The axigluon of hiral olor theories [68℄, for example, is given by gV = 0
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Figure 5.3: Top quark ross-setion at the Tevatron in the bidimensional gV -gA plane for
dierent values of the resonane mass.
and gA = 1. We study how the prodution ross setion and the harge asymmetry vary
depending on the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings, whih we take in the range [0, 2].
Within this range the perturbative expansion is still reliable. Moreover, in the avour
independent senario the sign of the ouplings is not relevant, sine they always appear as
squared.
Results for the dierene between the prodution ross setion in the presene of the
resonane and the SM predition in the (gV , gA) plane are presented in Fig. 5.3 for dierent
values of the resonane mass between 1 and 2 TeV. In our analysis, we use the MRST 2004
parton distribution funtions [111℄, and we set the renormalization and fatorization sales
to µ = mt, with mt = 170.9 ± 1.1 stat. ± 1.5 syst. GeV [112℄. For omparison, we also
superimpose in Fig. 5.3 the 1, 2 and 3 sigma ontours obtained from the experimental
measurement σexp.tt¯ = 7.5 ± 0.48 (pb) [113℄, and the SM predition σNLOtt¯ = 6.7± 0.8 (pb)
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Figure 5.4: Forwardbakward asymmetry at the Tevatron in the bidimensional gV -gA
plane for dierent values of the resonane mass.
[114℄. The dierene between the ross setions is thus:
σexp.tt¯ − σNLOtt¯ = 0.8± 0.93 pb (5.11)
where the standard deviation has been alulated by the quadrati sum of the errors. Sim-
ilar plots are presented in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 for the forwardbakward asymmetry and the
pair asymmetry, respetively. The sigma ontours are alulated from the dierene be-
tween the experimental measurement in Eq. (5.3) and the theoretial predition in Eq. (5.7)
for the forwardbakward asymmetry, and between Eq. (5.5) and Eq. (5.8) for the pair
asymmetry. At 90% C.L. the plots of the prodution ross setion and the asymmetries
exlude omplementary regions of the parameter spae. While the prodution ross setion
exludes the orner with large vetor ouplings gV and low axial-vetor oupling gA, the
forwardbakward and the pair asymmetry exlude the orners with higher axial-vetor
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Figure 5.5: Pair asymmetry at the Tevatron in the bidimensional gV -gA plane for dierent
values of the resonane mass.
ouplings and either low or high vetor ouplings. This is not surprising, beause the
terms of the dierential ross setion in Eq. (5.9) that are even in the polar angle on-
tribute exlusively to the integrated ross setion, while the odd terms ontribute to the
harge asymmetry only, and they are proportional to dierent ombinations of the vetor
and axial-vetor ouplings. The exlusion regions are, as expeted, smaller for higher val-
ues of the resonane mass, beause a high mass suppresses all the ontributions beyond
the SM.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the axigluon ontribution to the top quark harge asymmetry
with the 1σ, 2σ, and 3σ ontours as a funtion of the axigluon mass. We also onsider the
ase gqA = −gtA = 1.
5.3 Constraining heavy olored resonanes
So far, we have onsidered sigma ontours on the total ross setion and the asymmetries
in order to onstrain the parameter plane (gA, gV ). Comparing Eq. (5.7) with Eq. (5.3), we
an dedue that heavy resonanes giving rise to a vanishing or negative harge asymmetry
are disfavored at 2σ. This is the ase of olorons (gA = 0) and normal axigluons (gV =
0, gA = 1), as we show in Fig. 5.6. At 3σ one an also exlude, for instane, axigluon
masses below 1.4 TeV.
We explore whether it is still possible to reonile this kind of resonanes, suh as the
axigluon, with the measurement of the harge asymmetry. A positive asymmetry an be
generated if the term from the squared amplitude of the massive olor-otet in Eq. (5.9),






Ac, dominates over the term of the interferene, that is
proportional to 2gqAg
t
Ac. This is possible if the vetor ouplings are large enough, as an be
seen in Fig. 5.4. However, although the total ross setion might still be ompatible with
the SM predition in that ase, beause the ontribution of the exited gluon is suppressed
by powers of its mass, the top-antitop quark invariant mass distribution might be enhaned










partiularly for high values of the top-antitop quark invariant mass.
In [63℄, the dierential distribution in the invariant top-antitop quark mass is presented.
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The measurement is done with 2.7 fb−1 of integrated luminosity and the histogram is shown
in Fig. 5.7. The invariant mass is divided in nine bins and the last one
dσ
dMtt¯
(0.8− 1.4 TeV) = 0.068± 0.032 stat. ± 0.015 syst. ± 0.004 lumi. =
= 0.068± 0.036 (fb GeV−1) (5.13)




















Figure 5.7: dσ/dMtt¯ measured at the Tevatron with 2.7 fb
−1
[63℄.
As done before with the total ross setion, we now subtrat the experimental value
of the top-antitop quark invariant mass distribution in the interval 800 GeV< Mtt¯ <
1.4 TeV (Eq. (5.13)) and the theoretial QCD predition. As a rst approximation, we
take σSMNLO ≃ σexp with no error. Within 1σ the invariant mass distribution in that bin is
thus enhaned by 50%. The harge asymmetry and the invariant mass distribution probe
dierent ombinations of the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings; therefore, by ombining
both limits, one an onstrain omplementary regions of the parameter spae.
Our results are shown in Fig. 5.8, where, for a given value of the mass of the olor-otet
resonane, we provide the allowed region at 95% C.L. in the gV − gA plane. The solid lines
are obtained from the harge asymmetry, while the dashed lines are derived from the last bin
of the invariant mass distribution. The allowed regions are quite onstrained; indeed at 90%
C.L., we do not nd any overlapping region for any value of the olor-otet mass, and future
experimental measurements with higher statistis an shrink signiantly, or even exlude
ompletely the allowed regions at 95% C.L.. With the most reent experimental values we
nd, in partiular, that the asymmetri hiral olor model (gV = cot 2θ, gA = 1/ sin 2θ, or
gV =
√
g2A − 1) is disfavored.
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Figure 5.8: Contours at 95% C.L. as a funtion of the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings
for dierent values of the resonane mass for avor-universal ouplings.
Another possibility to generate a positive harge asymmetry is to ouple the third
generation of quarks and the lighter quarks with axial-vetor ouplings of opposite sign:
sign (gqA) = −sign (gtA). From Eq. (5.9) it is obvious that the atual sign of these ouplings
is irrelevant; only their relative sign is important beause the asymmetri ontributions to
the dierential ross setion are proportional to their produt. Chiral olor models with
nonuniversal avor ouplings were already onsidered in the pioneering works [68℄. Our
approah here is purely phenomenologial, and building a realisti model in that senario
is beyond the sope of this work. The results for the axigluon ase with gqA = −gtA = 1 are
presented in Fig. 5.6. That senario is within 2σ of the experimental data for any mass.
The most general ase is shown in Fig. 5.9. From Fig. 5.9 and for |gA| < 2, we nd that,
independently of the resonane mass, the region about
(|gA| − 2.3)2 + |gV |2 & 1.82 (5.14)
is exluded at 90% C.L. Furthermore, for xed values of the vetor and axial-vetor ou-
plings, the harge asymmetry sets a lower limit on the mass of the olor-otet, while an
upper bound an be set thanks to the invariant mass distribution, e.g. for |gA| = 1, we
nd that at 90% C.L.
1.33 TeV < mG < 2 TeV . (5.15)
Finally, we have also onsidered the ase gqV = −gtV and gqA = −gtA. Our results are
presented in Fig. 5.10. Obviously, for gV = 0, we obtain the same result as in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Contours at 90% C.L. as a funtion of the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings
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Figure 5.10: Contours at 90% C.L. as a funtion of the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings
for dierent values of the resonane mass and gqV = −gtV , gqA = −gtA.
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5.4 Summary
In this hapter, we have analyzed the harge asymmetry in a top-antitop quark pair pro-
dution at the Tevatron through the exhange of a olor-otet heavy boson. We have rst
examined the ase of avour independent ouplings, studying dierent observables. We
have found that the total ross setion on one side and the forward-bakward asymmetry
in the laboratory frame and the pair asymmetry on the other side, exlude omplemen-
tary orners of the parameter spae. This is reasonable, sine the ross setion and the
asymmetries depend on dierent ombination of the parameters. With the most reent
measurement at the Tevatron, it beomes quite lear that a negative harge asymmetry
is exluded at the 2σ level. Moreover, even if the total ross setion remains unhanged
in the presene of a heavy resonane, the dierential distribution in the top-antitop quark
invariant mass an be aeted signiantly, partiularly for high values of the invariant
mass. For this reason, we have ombined the measurement of the asymmetry and the last
bin of the dierential distribution of the top pair invariant mass to onstrain the parameter
spae. We have found that in the avor universal senario the onstraint is large, beause
the most reent measurements disfavor at 2σ vanishing or negative values of the harge
asymmetry. In the avor nonuniversal ase, it is still possible to reonile the experimental
data with the existene of suh resonanes, and already a signiant region of the param-
eter spae an be exluded. Similar analyses have also been performed reently in warped
extra dimensional models [102℄ and in the asymmetri hiral olor model [100℄. In view of
the signiant progress over the last year from the experimental side, we expet that new
results from the Tevatron will further onstrain eiently the parameter spae even before
the start of the LHC, whih is the natural plae to disover those heavy resonanes.
Chapter 6
Charge asymmetries at the LHC
6.1 Introdution
The LHC is the optimal environment to perform top quark measurements, due to its high
enter-of-mass energy (14 TeV at design value). At the LHC a great amount of top-antitop
quark pairs will be produed, thus allowing to develop analyses with high statisti. The
design luminosity is L = 1034 m−2 s−1 (roughly equivalent to 100 fb−1/year integrated
luminosity). Sine the prodution ross setion of top-antitop quark pairs at the LHC is
about 950 pb at 14 TeV [115℄, the LHC will produe millions of top-antitop quark pairs.
This will allow not only to measure better some of the properties of the top quark, suh as
mass, but also to explore with unpreedented statistis the existene of new physis at the
TeV energy sale in the top quark setor. After a start up, in September 2008, the mahine
went through a one-year stop and the energies initially sheduled had to be replanned. The
rst ollisions have already been deteted in Deember 2009, with a entre-of-mass energy
of up to
√
s ∼ 2.36 TeV, before the winter break and papers has already been published
by the ALICE and the CMS ollaboration [116, 117℄. The running shedule approved in
January 2010 [118℄ plans an operation entreofmass energy of 7 TeV for the next 18 to
24 months, to whih a one-year stop will follow. It is neessary in order to prepare and
update the mahine so that the 14 TeV full regime energy an be reahed.
6.2 QCD indued harge asymmetry
Top quark prodution at the LHC is forwardbakward symmetri in the laboratory frame
as a onsequene of the symmetri olliding proton-proton initial state. The harge asym-
metry an be studied nevertheless by seleting appropriately hosen kinemati regions. The
prodution ross setion of top quarks is, however, dominated by gluon-gluon fusion, thus
the harge asymmetry generated from the qq¯ and gq (gq¯) reations is small in most of the
kinemati phase-spae. Indeed, while at the Tevatron the amount of top quarks produed
through gg fusion is around 15% and through qq¯ annihilation is the 85%, at the LHC the
situation is the opposite: gluon gluon fusion represents 84% of the top quark prodution
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at 10 TeV and 90% at 14 TeV.
Nonetheless, QCD predits at the LHC a slight preferene for entrally produed antitop
quarks, with top quarks more abundant at very large positive and negative rapidities [89℄.
The dierene between the single partile inlusive distributions of t and t¯ quarks an be
understood easily. Due to the proton omposition in terms of quarks, prodution of tt¯(g)
is dominated by initial quarks with large momentum fration and antiquarks with small
momentum fration. QCD predits that top (antitop) quarks are preferentially emitted in
the diretion of the inoming quarks (antiquarks) in the partoni rest frame as shown in
Fig. 6.1 (left graphs). The boost into the laboratory frame squeezes the top quark mainly
in the forward and bakward diretions, while antitop quarks are left more abundant in
the entral region (see Fig. 6.1 right graphs).










Figure 6.1: Boost from the enter-of-mass quarkantiquark referene frame to the labora-
tory frame.
So, it is possible to selet events in a given range of rapidity and dene the integrated
harge asymmetry in the entral region as [80℄:
AC(yC) =
Nt(|y| ≤ yC)−Nt¯(|y| ≤ yC)
Nt(|y| ≤ yC) +Nt¯(|y| ≤ yC) . (6.1)
The entral asymmetry AC(yC) obviously vanishes if the whole rapidity spetrum is inte-
grated, while a non-vanishing asymmetry an be obtained over a nite interval of rapidity.
It is worth notiing that this asymmetry does not arise from any CP violating eet, but it
is due to a restrition in the phase spae. Aording to what said above, a positive partoni
asymmetry translates into a negative entral asymmetry: an abundane of top quarks in
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the forward diretion in the partoni ross setion means that more antitop quarks are left
in the entral region in the laboratory frame.
To enhane the asymmetry dened in Eq. (6.1), it is useful to perform a ut on the
invariant mass of the top-antitop quark pair, mtt¯ > m
min
tt¯ , beause that region of the phase
spae is more sensitive to the quark-antiquark indued events rather than the gluon-gluon
ones. The reason is the behaviour of the parton distribution funtions of the gluon and
the light quarks: the gluon PDF is muh higher than the quark ones for low momentum
frations, while dereases abruptly with the inreasing of x, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Parton distribution funtions dependene on the momentum fration x [119℄.
In Fig. 6.3 (left plots) we show the entral harge asymmetry at
√
s = 7 TeV and 14 TeV
as a funtion of the maximum rapidity yC. Our aim is to determine the best value for the
entral rapidity. We have hosen two dierent values of the ut on the invariant mass of
the top-antitop quark pair mtt¯ > 500 GeV, and 1 TeV, in order to ompare the size of the
asymmetry in the two ases. The behaviour of the entral harge asymmetry is as expeted.
It is negative, is larger for larger values of the ut mmintt¯ , and vanishes for large values of
yC . In Fig. 6.3 (right plots) we also show the orresponding statistial signiane S of
the measurement. The statistial signiane of an observable A is dened as the number




In a ounting measurement, the error of a measure N is
√
N , aording to a Poisson statis-
ti. Thus, using the error propagation and the denition of the asymmetry in Eq. (6.1),
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Figure 6.3: Central harge asymmetry at the LHC as predited by QCD, as a funtion
of the maximum rapidity yC (left plots), and orresponding statistial signiane (right
plots), for two dierent uts on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass.





1− A2C . (6.3)




(σt + σt¯)SM L = Nt −Nt¯√
Nt +Nt¯
, (6.4)
where L denotes the total integrated luminosity for whih we take L = 200 pb−1 at√
s = 7 TeV and L = 10 fb−1 at √s = 14 TeV, aording to the urrent shedule of
the LHC. We should point out that the values of the signiane found here do not take
into aount experimental fators suh as detetor eienies. Moreover, top detetion
is arried out through the deay produts. Sine the semileptoni hannel is onsidered
the most suitable deay hannel, top reonstrution is often performed only through it, in
whih ase one expets to have the signiane be redued roughly to one third.
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Figure 6.4: Central harge asymmetry and statistial signiane at the LHC from QCD,
as a funtion of the ut mmin.tt¯ , for 7 TeV and 14 TeV energy.
The maximum signiane is reahed for both running energies at yC = 1 for mtt¯ >
500 GeV, and yC = 0.7 for mtt¯ > 1 TeV. Although the size of the asymmetry is greater
for the larger value of mmintt¯ , its statistial signiane is higher for the lower ut. This is
a very interesting feature beause softer top and antitop quarks should then be identied
more easily than the very highly boosted ones.
We now x the value of the maximum rapidity at yC = 0.7 and study the size of the
asymmetry and its statistial signiane as a funtion of mmintt¯ . Our results are shown in
Fig. 6.4 for
√
s = 7 TeV and L = 200 pb−1 and √s = 14 TeV and L = 10 fb−1. In all
ases, the asymmetry inreases for larger values of mmintt¯ , while the statistial signiane
is larger without introduing any seletion ut. Note that the size of the asymmetry
dereases again above mmintt¯ = 2.5 TeV beause in that region the gq(q¯) events ompensate
the asymmetry generated by the qq¯ events; their ontributions are of opposite sign. In
summary, onsidering the aveats mentioned before, we an onlude that, whereas with
200 pb−1 and 7 TeV of energy the signiane is rather low, 10 fb−1 of data at the design
energy of the LHC seems to be enough for a lear measurement of the QCD asymmetry.
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Figure 6.5: Central harge asymmetry (left plots) and statistial signiane (right plots)
at the LHC as a funtion of the maximum rapidity, for 7 TeV energy and two dierent uts
on the top-antitop quark invariant mass. Two dierent sets of ouplings are shown.
6.3 Charge asymmetry of olor-otet resonanes
Like we did for the Tevatron in Setion 5.2, we study here the harge asymmetry produed
at the LHC by the deay of a olor-otet resonane to a top-antitop quark pair, in the
senario where the vetor g
q(t)
V and axial-vetor g
q(t)
A ouplings are avour independent. We










for dierent values of the ouplings and the kinematial uts. In Eq. (6.5), the label G+SM
on an observable means that suh an observable is evaluated in a theoretial framework




. As in the Tevatron analysis, we use here the MRST 2004 parton distribution
funtions, and again we set the renormalization and fatorization sales to µ = mt, with
the updated value mt = 173.9 GeV, that is onsistent with the most reent value mt =
173.1± 0.6 stat. ± 1.1 syst. GeV [61℄.
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Figure 6.6: Central harge asymmetry (left plots) and statistial signiane (right plots)
at the LHC as a funtion of the maximum rapidity, for 14 TeV energy and two dierent
uts on the top-antitop quark invariant mass. Two dierent sets of ouplings are shown.
When a heavy olor-otet boson resonane is produed, onsiderations similar to those
in Setion 5.2 lead to predit a positive entral asymmetry for values of the ut in the
invariant mass of the top-antitop quark pair below the mass of the resonane and a negative
asymmetry above. This is true as long as the interferene term has a greater relevane
than the squared amplitude of the exoti resonane. If this is the ase, a higher number of
antitop quarks will be emitted in the diretion of the inoming quarks, and one the boost
into the laboratory frame is performed (f. disussion in Setion 6.2), a higher number of
top quark will be found in the entral region, so that the entral asymmetry is positive.
Sine for high values of the ut the sign of the interferene term hanges, the asymmetry
will beome negative, and then it has to vanish at a ertain intermediate value of that ut,
lose and below the resonane mass.
In our rst analysis we shall determine the value of the maximum rapidity yC that
maximizes the statistial signiane. We x the resonane mass at 1.5 TeV, and impose
two dierent uts on the invariant mass of the top-antitop quark pair, namely mtt¯ >
700 GeV and mtt¯ > 1.5 TeV. We hoose two dierent ombinations of the vetor and
axial-vetor ouplings gV and gA. In Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, we present the results obtained for
the entral asymmetry and the statistial signiane for gV = 0, gA = 1 and gV = gA = 1
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for two values of the entre-of-mass energy, 7 and 14 TeV, respetively. We notie that for
the rst hoie of the parameters, namely gV = 0, gA = 1, the entral asymmetry suers
a hange of sign by passing from the lower ut to the higher one. This means that it will
vanish for a given value of the ut, thus making the statistial signiane vanishing also.
By looking at the orresponding signiane we nd that yC = 0.7 is a good hoie
in all ases. Thus, we use this value to nd the best ut for the top-antitop quark pair
invariant mass. In order to do that, we hoose several values of the parameters and we
study the trend of the signiane as a funtion of mmin.tt¯ /mG. The results are shown
in Figs. 6.7 and 6.9. For most values of the parameters, we nd two maxima in the
statistial signiane as a funtion of mmin.tt¯ /mG. Starting from the threshold, where the
asymmetry is small beause the gluon-gluon fusion proess dominates there, the size of the
entral asymmetry grows by inreasing mmin.tt¯ , as the quark-antiquark annihilation proess
beomes more and more important. Sine the asymmetry indued by the exited gluon
vanishes at a ertain ritial point, its statistial signiane does as well, and reahes a
maximum at an intermediate value between that ritial point and the threshold. Above
the ritial point, the asymmetry beomes negative and its statistial signiane inreases
again, until the event yield beomes too small. A seond maximum in the statistial
signiane is generated there. For ertain values of the vetor ouplings, however, the
ritial partoni invariant mass dened in Eq. (5.10) an be loated at a rather low sale.
In this ase, the entral asymmetry generated by the exoti resonane will be negative
exlusively, and we nd only one maximum in the statistial signiane.
The optimal uts depend, of ourse, on the values of the vetor and axial-vetor ou-
plings, but either mmin.tt¯ /mG = 0.5 or m
min.
tt¯ /mG = 0.8 provide a reasonable statistial
signiane for almost all the ombinations of the ouplings. This is an important result,
beause it means that a relatively low ut  at about half of the mass of the resonane
or even below  is enough to have a good statistial signiane, and a lear signal from
the measurement of the harge asymmetry. Then, we have alulated the luminosity that
would be needed in order to have a statistial signiane equal to 5. Aording to the
result on the signiane, we expet to nd a minimum for relatively low uts. In Fig. 6.8
we show the results, seleting the part of the phase spae where the minimum for the
luminosity resides. It an be seen that the luminosity required is around few tens of pb
−1
,
depending on the value of the resonane mass. Again, we should mention that we have not
onsidered experimental eienies, therefore this number should be seen only as a lower
limit. In a realisti analysis, muh higher luminosities will be required to perform that
measurement. However, we are interested here in showing the position of the minimum as
a funtion of mmintt¯ .
We now x mmin.tt¯ /mG = 0.5 and m
min.
tt¯ /mG = 0.8, and we study how the entral
asymmetry and its statistial signiane vary as a funtion of the vetor and the axial-
vetor ouplings, for a given value of the resonane mass. These hoies, for whih we have
found the best statistial signianes, are of ourse arbitrary and are not neessarily the
best for all the values of the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings. For illustrative purposes
they are, however, good representatives. We have hosen mG = 1.5, 2 and 3 TeV. The
results are presented in Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 in the (gV , gA) plane
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for
√
s = 7 TeV, and 14 TeV. It is possible to see that the pattern of the size of the
asymmetry is quite similar independently of the value of the resonane mass; it depends
mostly on the ratio mmin.tt¯ /mG. A sizable asymmetry is found whatever the value of the
resonane mass is. The statistial signiane, as expeted, dereases with the inreasing
of the resonane mass.
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Figure 6.7: Statistial signiane at the LHC for 7 TeV energy and dierent sets of gA,
gV as a funtion of the ut on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass for mG = 2 and
3 TeV. The luminosity is L = 200 pb−1
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Figure 6.8: Luminosity needed to obtain a statistial signiane S = 5 at the LHC for 7
TeV energy and dierent sets of gA, gV as a funtion of m
min
tt¯ for mG = 2 and 3 TeV.
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Figure 6.9: Statistial signiane at the LHC for 14 TeV energy and dierent sets of gA,
gV as a funtion of the ut on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass for mG = 2 and
3 TeV.









































































mG = 1.5 TeV, mt  t_> 1.2 TeV
Figure 6.10: Central harge asymmetry and statistial signiane at the LHC in the gA-gV
plane for 7 TeV energy, for a resonane mass mG = 1.5 TeV and dierent values of the ut
on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass.






































































mG = 2 TeV, mt  t_> 1.6 TeV
Figure 6.11: Central harge asymmetry and statistial signiane at the LHC in the gA-gV
plane for 7 TeV energy, for a resonane mass mG = 2 TeV and dierent values of the ut
on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass.





































































mG = 3 TeV, mt  t_> 2.4 TeV
Figure 6.12: Central harge asymmetry and statistial signiane at the LHC in the gA-gV
plane for 7 TeV energy, for a resonane mass mG = 3 TeV and dierent values of the ut
on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass.













































































mG = 1.5 TeV, mt  t_> 1.2 TeV
Figure 6.13: Central harge asymmetry and statistial signiane at the LHC in the gA-
gV plane for 14 TeV energy, for dierent values of the resonane mass and the ut on the
top-antitop quark pair invariant mass.




































































mG = 2 TeV, mt  t_> 1.6 TeV
Figure 6.14: Central harge asymmetry and statistial signiane at the LHC in the gA-gV
plane for 14 TeV energy, for a resonane mass mG = 2 TeV and dierent values of the ut
on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass.
































































mKK = 3 TeV, mt  t_> 2.4 TeV
Figure 6.15: Central harge asymmetry and statistial signiane at the LHC in the gA-gV
plane for 14 TeV energy, for a resonane mass mG = 3 TeV and dierent values of the ut
on the top-antitop quark pair invariant mass.
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6.4 tt¯+jet
6.4.1 Introdution
The prodution of top quark pairs together with one jet is important at the LHC: the
exlusive ross-setion for this proess an reah roughly half of the total inlusive ross-
setion alulated at next-to-leading order [120℄. The asymmetry produed in tt¯+jet by
the interferene of initial- with nal-state real gluon emission (Figures 4.4 d, 4.4 e, 4.4 f,
4.4 g) is, obviously, a tree level eet, and, moreover, one of the main ontributions to the
inlusive asymmetry.
6.4.2 QCD indued harge asymmetry for tt¯+jet
The SM predits a harge asymmetry in tt¯+jet already at tree level from qq¯ events. This
asymmetry is of similar size, but of opposite sign to the total tt¯ inlusive asymmetry [89℄.
The dierential asymmetri ross setion for tt¯+jet is given in Appendix B.1.
In the previous setion we have found that for the entral asymmetry in Eq. (6.1) values
of the maximum rapidity around yC = 0.7 maximize the statistial signiane. Thus, in
the following, we x yC = 0.7, and analyze the entral asymmetry in the SM as a funtion
of the ut on mtt¯. The additional jet is dened by using the kT algorithm desribed in
Setion 1.2, with minimum transverse momentum pT = 20 GeV and the jet parameter
R = 0.5. In Fig. 6.16 we show the results for enter-of-mass energies of 7 and 10 TeV. We
nd that the asymmetry is positive and of the order of few perents (Fig. 6.16, left plots).
As expeted, at 7 TeV the asymmetry is higher than at 10 TeV, for the same value of
mmintt¯ , beause the qq¯ omponent is larger. The right plots in Fig. 6.16 show the luminosity
that would be needed in order to have a statistial signiane equal to 5. The statistial
signiane SSM of the measurement is dened as in (6.4). From Fig. 6.16 we see that there
is a minimum in the required luminosity for low values of mmintt¯ . Before that minimum, the
luminosity inreases sine the orresponding asymmetry approahes zero, while after the
minimum, it inreases beause the number of events dereases.
6.4.3 Charge asymmetry of olor-otet resonanes
As in the inlusive proess, we onsider now a toy model where a olor-otet vetor reso-
nane an ouple dierently to light and top quarks. In this ase, a new diagram appear
that ontribute to the asymmetry, namely the gluon emission from the exhanged partile.
In Fig. 6.17 we show the omplete set of diagrams that take part in the asymmetry. Com-
pared to QCD, now asymmetri ontributions are generated also by produts of nal-state
with nal-state and initial-states with initial-state bremsstrahlung ((b+ d) ⊗ (b+ d) and
(c+ e) ⊗ (c+ e)), besides the interferenes with the new graphi (a ⊗ (a+ b+ c+ d+ e)).
In Appendix B.2 we list the expression for the asymmetri ontribution to the tt¯+jet
dierential ross setion. It is interesting to stress that, ontrary to the SM, where top
quarks ontribute to the asymmetry only when they are in a olor-singlet state (olor fator
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s =10 TeV, pT> 20 GeV
Figure 6.16: Central harge asymmetry and luminosity at the LHC fromQCD, as a funtion
of the ut mmintt¯ for
√
s = 7 TeV and 10 TeV.
equal to d2abc), we nd also olor-otet ontributions proportional to the olor fator f
2
abc.
We onsider now three dierent senarios. A large part of the parameter spae for avor-
universal ouplings is disfavored beause the inlusive asymmetry in that ase is negative,
as seen in Setion 5.3. In partiular, axigluons suh as originally introdued [68℄, i. e. with
g
q(t)
V = 0, g
q(t)
A = 1, would be forbidden. Yet, it is possible to generate a positive inlusive
asymmetry if the lighter quarks and the top quarks ouple with dierent sign. Thus, as
a rst ase, we examine a "modied axigluon", with g
q(t)
V = 0 and g
t
A = −gqA = 1. In
the avor-universal senario, the only possibility that is still allowed at the 95% C.L. is
the one where gV takes high values and gA is onstrained aordingly as a funtion of the
resonane mass. So we hoose as a seond senario g
q(t)
V = 1.8 and g
q(t)
A = 0.7. In the
third senario we fous on a KaluzaKlein gluon exitation in a basi RandallSundrum
model: gqV = −0.2 , gtV = 2.5 , gqA = 0 , gtA = 1.5 , as presented, for instane, in [121℄.
Sine the axial oupling for the light quarks is zero, the inlusive entral harge asymmetry
vanishes at tree level. Thus, it is neessary to look at the hard emission proess, where
it beomes dierent from zero. Aordingly, the inlusive harge asymmetry will get also





Figure 6.17: Graphs originated by qq¯ that ontribute to the harge asymmetry in quark-
antiquark + jet prodution. The exhanged partile is represented with a double line,
meaning that an be both the gluon and the massive resonane.
non-vanishing loop ontributions.
The results for the asymmetry and the minimal luminosity to ahieve a statistial
signiane of 5 are shown in Fig. 6.18. We have hosen mG = 1.5 TeV as a referene mass
for the resonane. As in the pure QCD ase, the maximal rapidity of yC = 0.7 is optimal
to enhane the statistial signiane, whih is dened, like in (6.5) as:





(σt + σt¯)SM L . (6.6)
The luminosity required to have a xed signiane has a minimum for low values of mmintt¯ ,
at around one half the mass of the resonane, for all the senarios. In the avor-universal
ase, we found that this minimum value is reahed with even softer uts. We nd also that
in this senario the needed luminosity is lower than in the other two ases, and almost
of about one order of magnitude less. A few hundreds of pb
−1
at relatively low values of
mmintt¯ would allow a measurement in the early stages of the LHC runs. The Kaluza-Klein
model shows an asymmetry of opposite sign ompared to the other two ases. This an be
an interesting way for distinguishing it from the other models. In Fig. 6.18 we also show

























































































































































s = 7 TeV, pT> 20 GeV
Figure 6.18: Central harge asymmetry and luminosity to obtain a statistial signiane
S = 5 at the LHC, as a funtion of mmintt¯ for
√
s = 7 TeV. The dashed line represent the
ontribution of the d2abc terms. mG = 1.5 TeV.
opposite sign ompared with the total asymmetry. In the avor-universal senario it is
about one half of the asymmetry. In the Kaluza-Klein model, the olor-otet ontribution
is almost zero.
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6.4.4 Conlusions
In this analysis, we have explored the entral harge asymmetry in tt¯ + jet at the LHC.
We have found that it reeives ontributions from top quark pairs both in a olor-otet
and in a olor-singlet state. We have set a lower limit on the luminosity needed in order
to have a statistial signiane equal to 5 for three dierent senarios at
√
s = 7 TeV. We
have found that, in the avor-universal ase, this lower bound is around a few hundreds of
pb
−1
, while for the other senarios few fb−1 are required. These values depend, of ourse,
on the resonane mass. We have not onsidered the detetor eieny, so these numbers
should be taken as a lower limit. For the three hoies of the parameters that we have
onsidered, the minimum of the required luminosity is reahed for relatively low values of
mmintt¯ . This is a non-trivial result as it means that relatively low energeti top quarks an
already generate an asymmetry. This is an advantage, beause very boosted top quarks
are diult to distinguish from jets initiated by light quarks.
NLO alulations of tt¯+jet [97℄ in the SM show that the exlusive asymmetry is almost
ompletely washed out at the Tevatron. Although there is no reason why we should nd the
same behavior if a heavy resonane exists, it would be interesting to extend this analysis
at NLO, and to ombine it with a realisti estimation of experimental eienies. From
our analysis, the measurement of the harge asymmetry from tt¯+jet events at the LHC
seems promising, although hallenging. Experimental analysis from the Tevatron with
more statistis will also onstrain further those resonanes in the near future.
Conlusions
The next years promise to be very exiting for partile physis, due to the inoming LHC
data. The insight into the TeV sale will shed light on both oneptual problems and
phenomenologial issues, suh as the origin of mass, the dark matter onstituents, the
uniation of gravity inside the SM or the hierarhy problem [122℄. Several models have
been proposed in the last deades that would aount for these fundamental questions,
some of whih introdue new partiles and interations. Due to its high entre-of-mass
energy, the LHC is the most suitable environment to test them.
In order to be prepared for understanding the great amount of data that the LHC will
ollet, an optimal knowledge of QCD is mandatory. The ATLAS and CMS experiments
will measure the nal states with negligible statistial error, even in the early running,
and in many ases with systemati errors smaller than those ahieved by the experiments
at the Tevatron. In many ases, SM bakgrounds to non-SM physis an be extrapolated
from bakground-rih to signal-rih regions, but a denite determination of the bakground
often requires an aurate knowledge of the bakground ross setions [7℄. This requires
alulations of many QCD proesses to at least NLO in perturbation theory.
In this thesis, we have addressed the hallenges that the start up of the LHC presents
us, from a double point of view. On one hand, we have faed the issue of improving the
eieny of sattering amplitudes alulations, looking for ompat results (Chapters 2
and 3). This is neessary when the number of external legs inreases, sine the number of
Feynman diagrams that one needs to alulate beomes huge. Moreover, suh alulations
an be more easily extended to higher orders. On the other hand, we have analysed the
possibility of aounting for the disrepany in the harge asymmetry that arises at 2σ at
the Tevatron in top quark pair prodution. Considering a toy model with a heavy olored
resonane, we have set onstraints on the ouplings and have estimated the neessary
luminosity in order to ahieve a good signiane at the LHC (Chapters 4, 5 and 6).
As for the rst part of our work, we have used tehniques alternative to the usual
Feynman diagram alulation. They onsist of olor ordering and spinor heliity formalism,
ombined with reursion relations. They have been used in the past thirty years to alulate
n-parton amplitudes eiently both at tree level and one or more loops. In Chapter 3
we have shown the results obtained. At the LHC the energy reahed will be enough to
produe a large amount of heavy partiles. Thus, we have analysed massive tree level
proesses involving a olored salar-antisalar pair together with an arbitrary number of
gluons, with or without a omplex olorless salar φ. The reason for hoosing olored
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salars instead of quarks is double: on one side, they are simpler, sine they do not arry
heliity, and at tree level the amplitudes are related with the amplitudes of the quarks
through supersymmetri Ward identities. On the other side, string theory tells us that
one-loop gluon and fermion amplitudes an be deomposed in terms of supersymmetri
and non-supersymmetri parts. The non-supersymmetri part is a one-loop amplitude
involving salars, whih an be written from the tree level amplitude by means of the
Cutkosky rules.
At rst, we have alulated the amplitude An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n − 1+;ns¯) with all-positive
heliity gluons and have managed to get to a result muh simpler and ompat than the
one available in literature. Starting from the salar QCD Lagrangian, we have derived
the ouplings among gluons and salars and developed the onstrution of the amplitudes
from o-shell reursion relations, starting with low n. We have identied the useful kinds
of relationships and have applied them to the amplitude for a generi n. Then, we have
validated the result obtained through the on-shell BCFW reursion relations, nding the
nal result:
An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) = im2 [2|Φ3,j |n− 1]
y12〈〈2, n−1〉〉 . (6.7)
The ompatness of this result makes it very useful in suessive alulations and as a tool
to verify other results.
The next step has been to add a olorless salar φ to the amplitude. Sine the all-
positive heliity amplitude vanishes, we have analysed the one with onenegative heliity
gluon in the last position. We have used onshell reursion relations to simplify the al-
ulations. The starting point has been the expression found by [58℄. We have used the
same shift and we have applied it to our ase, with the addition of φ. The amplitude
thus obtained presented some spurious, unphysial denominators, and our aim has been
to anel them. The kernel of the proedure has been to reorganize the terms of the sum
in a dierent way, grouping parts with the same denominators to obtain quantities in the
numerator exatly equal to the spurious terms. The result is:
An(φ; 1s, 2
+, . . . , n− 2+, n− 1−, ns¯) = −i
y12 〈〈2, n−1〉〉
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This is a very ompat result and the absene of denominators makes it suitable for nu-
merial alulations, beause it does not produe any fake instability due to the vanishing
of spurious denominators. The ompat form of (6.8) suggests also the possibility of ex-
tending it to an arbitrary position of the negative heliity gluon.
In the seond part of our work, we have foused our attention on top quark pair pro-
dution at hadron olliders. The LHC will produe a big amount of top quarks, so it will
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be the perfet environment to study top quark physis. A harge asymmetry in top quark
pair prodution is predited in QCD at O(α3s). However, a disrepany of 2σ with the the-
oretial value has been found reently in the forward-bakward asymmetry measurements
at the Tevatron. This has aroused a onsiderable interest in the study of new physis
models where resonanes deaying to a top-antitop quark pair are produed, whih also
generate a harge asymmetry.
In our work, we have analyzed the harge asymmetry in top-antitop quark pair produ-
tion through the exhange of a olor-otet heavy boson with arbitrary vetor and axial-
vetor ouplings to quarks. We have onsidered the experimental setups of the Tevatron
and the LHC, studying dierent observables and senarios.
At the Tevatron, we have examined, at rst, the senario of avour independent ou-
plings. The forward-bakward asymmetry and the pair asymmetry, together with the total
ross setion, exlude omplementary orners of the parameter spae. The exlusion re-
gions are smaller for higher values of the resonane mass, sine a high mass suppresses all
the ontributions beyond the SM. The most reent measurement exludes a negative harge
asymmetry within 2σ. Moreover, although the total ross setion remains unhanged in
the presene of a heavy resonane, the dierential distribution in the top-antitop quark
invariant mass an be aeted signiantly, partiularly for high values of the top-antitop
quark pair invariant mass. For this reason, we have ombined the measurement of the
asymmetry and the last bin of the dierential distribution of the top quark pair invari-
ant mass to onstrain the parameter spae. We have found that in the avor universal
senario the onstraint is large. However, in avor nonuniversal ases, it is still possible
to reonile the experimental data with the existene of suh resonanes, and already a
signiant region of the parameter spae an be exluded. Considering that the Tevatron
is still running, we expet that the next measurements will set further onstraints on the
harge asymmetry, sine the statistial error will keep on dereasing.
At the LHC the forward-bakward asymmetry vanishes, beause the initial state is
symmetri. However, a harge asymmetry is still observable by seleting appropriate kine-
mati regions. First, we have studied the statistial signiane of the measurement of the
entral asymmetry in top quark pair inlusive prodution, and we have found that it is
possible to tune the seletion uts in order to nd a sensitive signiane. The maximum
of the statistial signiane for the measurement of the asymmetry as predited by QCD
is obtained without introduing any ut in the invariant mass of the top-antitop quark
pair, although the asymmetry is smaller in this ase.
When a heavy resonane is onsidered, one or two maxima in the signiane spetrum
are found, depending on the size of the ouplings. The position of the peaks depends on
the ratio mmintt¯ /mG and not on the resonane mass. One of the peaks an be loated at an
energy sale as low as one half of the resonane mass, or even below. Thus, data samples
of top and antitop quarks that are not too energeti an be used to detet or exlude the
existene of this kind of resonanes. We have plotted the integrated luminosity needed
in order to have a statistial signiane of 5. Consistently with the signiane analysis,
we have found that a minimum in the luminosity appears for low values of the ut on
mmintt¯ /mG. Fixing the ut to the values that maximize the statistial signiane, we have
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sanned the spae of the ouplings (gA, gV ), nding that the pattern for the asymmetry
and the signiane does not depend on the mass of the resonane, but only on mmintt¯ /mG.
Suessively, we have analyzed the prodution of top quark pairs together with one
jet. In this ase, the asymmetry is a tree level eet and reeives ontributions both from
olor-singlet and olor-otet quark nal states. This proess is important at the LHC and
is espeially signiant to test those models of resonanes whose inlusive pair prodution
does not generate a harge asymmetry at tree level. This is the ase, for instane, of
most of the Kaluza-Klein exitations in extra-dimensional models. After alulating the
dierential ross setion for tt¯+ jet, we performed the same analysis as in the inlusive ase.
We have found that a minimum in the luminosity needed to have a statistial signiane
equal to 5 is reahed for pretty low values of the ut on the top-antitop quark invariant
mass distribution. Again, this result opens the possibility of using low energy top quark
samples to identify resonanes also in exlusive prodution.
The alulations with the presene of resonanes that we have performed in our work
have been arried out at tree level. Although a more aurate analysis would require one
loop alulations to asertain the ontribution of higher orders to the asymmetry, our result
is important, beause opens the promising possibility of measuring the harge asymmetry
in top-antitop quark prodution already in the rst period of running of the LHC.
Conlusiones
Los próximos años prometen ser muy interesantes para la físia de partíulas graias a
los datos del LHC. La investigaión de la esala de energía del TeV arrojará luz sobre
problemas oneptuales así omo sobre uestiones fenomenológias, omo, por ejemplo, el
origen de las masas, los onstituyentes de la materia osura, la uniaión de la gravedad
dentro del SM o el problema de la jerarquía. En las últimas deadas se han propuesto
distintos modelos para responder a estas preguntas fundamentales, algunos de los uales
introduen nuevas partíulas e interaiones. Graias a su alta energía en el entro de
masa, el LHC es el entorno más adeuado para probarlos.
Es neesario un exelente onoimiento de QCD para omprender la gran antidad de
datos que el LHC va a aumular. Los experimentos ATLAS y CMS van a medir los estados
nales on error estadístio despreiable, inluso en el primer periodo de funionamiento,
y en muhos asos on errores sistemátios menores que los alanzados en los experimentos
de Tevatron. Esto requiere el álulo de muhos proesos de QCD por lo menos a NLO en
teoría de las perturbaiones.
En esta tesis, hemos tratado de responder a los desafíos que la puesta en marha del
LHC nos propone, desde un doble punto de vista. Por un lado, nos hemos enfrentado a
la uestión de mejorar la eienia del álulo de las amplitudes de dispersión, busando
resultados ompatos (apítulos 2 y 3). Esto es neesario uando el número de patas
externas aumenta, debido a que el número de diagramas de Feynman que uno neesita
alular se hae enorme. Además, estos álulos se pueden extender más fáilmente a
ordenes más altos. Por otro lado, hemos analizado la posibilidad de expliar la disrepania
en la asimetría de arga que es generada en Tevatron a dos sigmas en la produión de
pares de quark top. Considerando un modelo que inluye una resonania masiva que lleva
arga de olor, hemos impuesto limitaiones a las onstantes de aoplo y hemos dado una
estimaión de la luminosidad neesaria para alanzar una buena signiania estadístia
en la medida de la asimetría en el LHC (apítulos 4, 5 y 6).
En la primera parte de nuestro trabajo, hemos usado omo ténias alternativas al
álulo usual on diagramas de Feynman la desomposiión de olor y el formalismo de
heliidad, junto on relaiones de reursión. Estas ténias se han estado usando en los
últimos treinta años para alular amplitudes de dispersión on n partíulas de forma
eiente, tanto a nivel árbol omo a uno o más loops. En el apítulo 3 hemos mostrado
los resultados obtenidos. En el LHC la energía alanzada será suientemente alta omo
para produir una gran antidad de partíulas pesadas. Por eso, hemos analizado proesos
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masivos, a nivel árbol, que involuran un par de esalar-antiesalar on olor, junto a un
número arbitrario de gluones, en presenia o en ausenia de un esalar sin olor omplejo
φ. La razón de haber esogido esalares on olor en lugar de quarks es dúplie: por un
lado, los esalares son más simples, debido a que no llevan heliidad y a nivel árbol sus
amplitudes de dispersión están relaionadas on las amplitudes de los quarks a través de
las identidades de Ward supersimétrias. Por otro lado, la teoría de uerdas arma que las
amplitudes a un loop de gluones y fermiones se pueden desomponer en términos de una
parte supersimétria y otra no supersimétria. Esta última es una amplitud a un loop que
ontiene esalares, que puede esribirse a su vez en funión de amplitudes a nivel árbol, a
través de las reglas de Cutkosky.
En un primer momento, hemos alulado la amplitud de dispersión An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n−
1+;ns¯), on todos los gluones de heliidad positiva y hemos onseguido obtener un resultado
muho más senillo y ompato que la expresión ya disponible en literatura. Empezando
por el Lagrangiano de la QCD esalar, hemos derivado los aoplamientos entre gluones
y esalares y hemos desarrollado la onstruión de las amplitudes a través de relaiones
de reursión oshell, partiendo de n bajos. Hemos identiado las relaiones útiles para
simpliar la expresión y las hemos apliado a la amplitud para un n genério. Finalmente,
hemos onrmado el resultado obtenido a través de las relaiones de reursión onshell
BCFW, llegando al resultado nal:
An(1s; 2
+, . . . , n− 1+;ns¯) = im2 [2|Φ3,j |n− 1]
y12〈〈2, n−1〉〉 . (6.9)
La ompaidad de este resultado lo onvierte en un instrumento muy útil para álulos
suesivos y para validar otros resultados.
El paso suesivo ha sido añadir un esalar φ sin olor a la amplitud. Debido a que la
amplitud on todos los gluones de heliidad positiva es ero, hemos analizado la amplitud
on un gluón de heliidad negativa en la última posiión. Hemos usado relaiones de
reursión onshell para simpliar los álulos. El punto de partida ha sido la expresión
enontrada en [58℄. Nosotros hemos usado el mismo desplazamiento de momentos y lo
hemos apliado a nuestro aso añadiendo φ. La amplitud obtenida de esta forma presentaba
unos denominadores espurios y no físios y nuestro objetivo ha sido anelarlos. El prinipio
fundamental de este proedimiento ha sido reorganizar los términos de la suma en una
forma diferente, reagrupando partes on el mismo denominador para obtener antidades
que anelaran los términos espurios. El resultado es:
An(φ; 1s, 2
+, . . . , n− 2+, n− 1−, ns¯) = −i
y12 〈〈2, n−1〉〉
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Ésta es una expresión muy ompata y la ausenia de denominadores hae que sea idónea
para álulos numérios, pues evita inestabilidades falsas asoiadas on denominadores
nulos. Asimismo, la forma ompata de (6.10) sugiere la posibilidad de extender el álulo
a una posiión arbitraria del gluón de heliidad negativa.
En la segunda parte de nuestro trabajo, nos hemos entrado en la produión de pares
de quarks top en olisionadores hadrónios. El LHC produirá una gran antidad de quarks
top, por lo tanto va a ser el entorno perfeto para estudiar la físia del top. A O(α3s), QCD
predie una asimetría de arga en la produión de pares de quarks top. No obstante, en
Tevatron reientemente se ha enontrado una disrepania de alrededor de 2σ entre las
medidas de la asimetría forward-bakward y la prediión de su valor teório. Esto ha
despertado un onsiderable interés para el estudio de modelos de nueva físia donde se
produen resonanias que se desintegran a un par de quarks top-antitop y que generan
también una asimetría de arga.
En nuestro trabajo, hemos analizado la asimetría de arga en la produión de pares de
top-antitop a través del interambio de un bosón masivo oteto de olor on aoplamiento
arbitrario tanto vetorial omo axial a los quarks. Hemos onsiderado la situaión experi-
mental de Tevatron y de LHC, estudiando distintos observables y esenarios.
En Tevatron, hemos examinado en primer lugar el esenario de aoplamientos indepen-
dientes del sabor. La asimetría forward-bakward y la asimetría pair, junto on la seión
eaz total, exluyen partes omplementarias del espaio de los parámetros. Las regiones
de exlusión son más pequeñas uanto más alta es la masa de la resonania, debido a que
una masa grande suprime todas las ontribuiones más allá del SM. Las medidas más
reientes exluyen una asimetría negativa dentro de 2σ. Además, aunque la seión eaz
total permanee invariada en presenia de una resonania masiva, la distribuión diferen-
ial de la masa invariante del par top-antitop puede resultar afetada signiativamente,
en partiular para altos valores de la masa invariante. Por esta razón, hemos ombinado la
medida de la asimetría y el último intervalo de la distribuión diferenial de la masa invari-
ante para poner limitaiones sobre el espaio de los parámetros. Hemos enontrado que
en el esenario de aoplamientos independientes del sabor dihas limitaiones son grandes.
No obstante, en los asos de aoplamientos distintos según el sabor de los quarks es posible
todavía oniliar los datos experimentales on la existenia de dihas resonanias y exluir
una región signiativa del espaio de los parámetros. En vista de que Tevatron sigue
funionando, esperamos que futuras medidas establezan ulteriores limitaiones sobre la
asimetría de arga, porque el error estadístio seguirá disminuyendo.
En el LHC la asimetría forward-bakward es nula, debido a que el estado iniial es
simétrio. No obstante, se puede todavía observar una asimetría de arga seleionando
regiones inemátias apropiadas. En primer lugar, hemos estudiado la signiania es-
tadístia de la medida de la asimetría entral en la produión inlusiva de pares de quarks
top-antitop y hemos estableido que es posible anar los ortes on el n de enontrar
una signiania sensible. El máximo de la signiania estadístia para la medida de
la asimetría tal y omo predie QCD se obtiene sin introduir ningún orte en la masa
invariante del par de tops, aunque la asimetría es menor en este aso.
Cuando se toma en onsideraión una resonania pesada, se enuentran uno o dos má-
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ximos en el espetro de la signiania, dependiendo de la dimensión de los aoplamientos.
La posiión de los pios depende del oiente mmintt¯ /mG y no de la masa de la resonania.
Uno de los pios se sitúa a una esala de energía igual a un medio de la masa de la resonania
o inluso más baja. Por lo tanto, se pueden usar muestras de datos de quarks top y antitop
que no sean muy energétios para detetar o exluir la existenia de este tipo de resonanias.
Hemos alulado también la luminosidad integrada neesaria para obtener una signiania
estadístia igual a 5. De auerdo on el análisis de la signiania, hemos enontrado que
aparee un mínimo en la luminosidad para bajos valores del orte en mmintt¯ /mG. Fijando
diho orte a los valores que maximizan la signiania, hemos esaneado el espaio de los
parámetros (gA, gV ), enontrando que los patrones de la asimetría y de la signiania no
dependen de la masa de la resonania, sino solamente de mmintt¯ /mG.
Suesivamente, hemos analizado la produión de pares de quarks top junto on un jet.
En este aso, la asimetría es un efeto de nivel árbol y reibe ontribuiones de estados
nales tanto otetos omo singletes de olor. Este proeso es importante en el LHC y es
espeialmente signiativo para probar aquellos modelos de resonanias en los uales la
produión inlusiva de pares top-antitop no genera una simetría de arga a nivel árbol.
Éste es el aso, por ejemplo, de la mayoría de las exitaiones de Kaluza-Klein en modelos
de dimensiones extra. Una vez alulada la seión eaz diferenial para tt¯ + jet, hemos
realizado el mismo análisis del aso inlusivo. Hemos enontrado que se alanza un mínimo
en la luminosidad neesaria para obtener una signiania estadístia de 5 para valores
bastante bajos del orte en la distribuión de la masa invariante del par top-antitop. Una
vez más, este resultado abre la posibilidad de usar muestras de tops de baja energía para
identiar resonanias también en la produión exlusiva.
El álulo en presenia de resonanias que hemos llevado a abo en nuestro trabajo es
a nivel árbol. Si bien un análisis más preiso requeriría álulos a un loop para estableer
la ontribuión a la asimetría de los órdenes más altos, nuestro resultado es signiativo,
porque abre la prometedora posibilidad de medir la asimetría de arga en la produión de
pares de top-antitop ya en el primer periodo de funionamiento del LHC y sin neesidad
de analizar tops muy energétios y por ende difíiles de reonstruir.
Appendix A
BCFW reursion relations
The heart of these relations is to reonstrut the npoint amplitude from its singularities.
A partial amplitude has singularities like p2i,j only, beause singularities our when a
propagator is put onshell. Sine a partial amplitude has already been olorordered by
extrating olor fators, propagators only involve a sum of adjaent momenta. Let us take
















where n is the referene momentum of the polarization. Thus, the amplitude in the limit
P 21,m → 0 takes the form:
An(1, . . . , n) ∼
∑
h=±




ARn−m+1(−P−h, m+ 1, . . . , n), (A.2)
where we used the notation P1,m = p1+p2+. . .+pm and we notie that both the amplitudes
are onshell. The sum is arried out on the heliities of the internal propagator. Notie
that, sine in our onvention all the partiles are outgoing, the propagator must ip the
heliity. BCFW reursion relations have exatly the same form of (A.2) with a shift
performed on a spinor of the left amplitude and on a spinor of the right one.
A.1 Massless shift
Let us start onsidering a shift on massless partiles. A (j, k) shift an be:
|jˆ] = |j]− z|k], |jˆ〉 = |j〉
|kˆ〉 = |k〉+ z|j〉, |kˆ] = |k] (A.3)
where the shifted objets are indiated by a hat and z is a omplex number. The Gordon
identity
[i|γµ|i〉 = 〈i|γµ|i] = 2kµi (A.4)
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gives the following shift on the momenta:












Thus, we have an amplitude that depends on z:
A(z) = A(p1, .., pˆj(z), . . . , pˆk(z), . . . , pn) . (A.6)
This amplitude an have poles only when a propagator vanishes, that is:
0 = pˆ2i,r(z) = p
2
i,r − z〈j|/pi,r|k] (A.7)
where the j momentum is assumed to belong to (i, r) and the mass is present or not














) = − c(z)〈j|/pi,r|k](z − zi,r) . (A.9)
We know from omplex analysis the residue theorem, that holds for an analyti funtion


































where A(0) is exatly the residue of A(z)/z in z = 0. We have seen (Eq. (A.7)) that A(z)









(z − zi,r). (A.13)
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Let us now go bak to the residue theorem Eq. (A.12). We observe that if A(z)/z has a
behaviour at least like 1/z2, the lefthand side vanishes, beause the integral goes to zero














We have seen in Eq. (A.2) that, near the pole, the amplitude splits into two parts, thus
we an identify the residues of A(z) with the produt of AL and AR. The nal expression
is thus:









In summary, in the expression (A.16) we have a sum over the dierent multipartile singu-
larities that an arise in the amplitude. This dierent singularities translate in the dierent
ways that exist of dividing the amplitude in a left and a right part. These amplitudes are
evaluated in the orrespondent poles and are summed over the possible heliities of the
propagator, too. The denominator is simply the propagator unshifted, i. e. evaluated in







Figure A.1: Deomposition of an amplitude in BCFW reursion relations.
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To omplete this disussion, let us onsider the three point amplitudes that an appear
in (A.16) [123℄. In the usual Minkowski spae (+−−−) A3(1, 2, 3) = 0, due to momentum
onservation. We an see this by notiing that every salar produt among two of the three
momenta is zero, sine
0 = p23 = (p1 + p2)
2 = 2p1 · p2 . (A.17)
This means that either 〈ij〉 or [ij] are zero, but, sine they are onneted by (2.25), if one
is zero, the other is zero, too. The amplitude is proportional to these spinorial produts,
thus one nds that this amplitude vanishes. Instead, if we deal with a spae with signature
(−−++), these amplitudes do not vanish so trivially. What is the dierene? In the new
signature, λ˜i and λi, in the notation of 2.2 are independent, thus the equation
pi · pj = 0 (A.18)
has two solutions: either 〈ij〉 = 0 or [ij] = 0. Therefore, the threepoint amplitude does
not always vanishes. Nevertheless, there will be amplitudes that are null, depending on
the shift performed on the momenta [42℄.
A.2 Massive shift
If the shift is performed over a massive partile, we have to hange slightly Eq. (A.3). We
will perform our analysis about massive quarks [58℄, but a similar one is valid for other
partiles like massive salars. As said in the previous setion, we want to perform a shift
on the jth and the kth partile, but now the jth partile is a massive quark, while the kth
is a gluon. For the massive partile it is useful to build a lightlike momentum related to it:
ℓj := pj −
p2j
2pk · pk pk . (A.19)
It is easy to see that ℓj is massless by onstrution. A spinorial representation an be
applied to massive fermions, too, with the help of a referene momentum. Choosing this













Suh spinors have the orret massless limit, as an be veried by replaing pj with the
relationship given in A.19
u+(pj) = |j〉, u+(pj) = [j|,
u−(pj) = |j], u−(pj) = 〈j|, (A.21)
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they satisfy the Dira equations
(/p−m)u±(p) = 0, u±(p)(/p−m) = 0, (A.22)
and the ompleteness relation ∑
h=±
uh(p)uh(p) = /p+m. (A.23)
As we saw in the previous setion, we an make two dierent shifts, depending on the
heliities of the involved partiles. The one that orresponds to (A.3) is the so alled
antiholomorphi shift, and it is given by
û−(pj) = u−(pj)− z|k]
|k̂〉 = |k〉+ z|j〉 . (A.24)

























〈ℓj |γµ|k] . (A.26)









If the momentum of the propagator is −Pˆi,r, with j ∈ (i, r), the onshell ondition Pˆ 2i,r =





The holomorphi shift auses the opposite hange on the spinors:
û−(pj) = u−(pj)− z|k〉
|k̂] = |k] + z|j] . (A.29)
This analysis an be arried out also if both the shifted partiles are massive, extending
what has been done for pj to pk.
As we have seen before, BCFW reursion relations hold if the amplitude A(z) goes to
zero at ∞. This ondition imposes a set of onstraints on our hoie of the shift:
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• The shift annot be performed on both fermions belonging to the same line.
• The holomorphi shift an be used for the heliity ongurations (j+, k−), (j+, k+)














• The antiholomorphi shift an be used for the heliity ongurations (j−, k+),















The tt¯ prodution ross setions
Before realling the dierent ontributions to the heavy quark prodution ross setion, let
us dene the notation that we have used. All the salar invariants are normalized to the
partoni enter of mass energy sˆ:
yij ≡ 2 pi · pj
sˆ








1− 4m2 , c ≡ β cos θˆ . (B.2)
The polar angle of the top quark with respet to the inoming quark in the enter of
mass rest frame is alled θˆ, and the olor fators read d2abc = 2CF (N
2
c − 4) = 40/3 and
f 2abc = 2CFN
2
c = 24, with Nc = 3, TF = 1/2 and CF = 4/3.
The asymmetri part of a ross setion is dened as:
dσA ≡ 1
2
[dσ(Q)− dσ(Q¯)] , (B.3)
for every nal state.
B.1 QCD



























In the hard gluon radiation proess
q(p1) + q¯(p2)→ Q(p3) + Q¯(p4) + g(p5) , (B.6)






























− (1↔ 2)− (3↔ 4) + (1↔ 2, 3↔ 4) . (B.7)
Expression (B.7), one integrated in the phase spae down to a ut w in the energy of the
soft gluon, gives a ontribution to the asymmetry formed by a part that is infrared singular
and another one that depends on the uto. The singularity is anelled exatly by the
infrared divergene that origins in the virtual radiation (Fig. 4.4 a ⊗ (b+ c)). The sum of





















with the funtions B(c), oming from the box ontribution, and D(c), from soft radiation,
dened as:
B(c) =
1− c2 − 8m2






















2− c2 − 7m2
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The dependene on w is ompensated by the integration of (B.7) in the omplementary
phase spae.
The asymmetri ontribution from the q(q¯)g originated proess






























+4m2 (y45 + y14)
}
− (3↔ 4) . (B.13)
It is infrared nite and an be obtained just by rossing of momenta from (B.7).
B.2 Heavy olored resonane
Let us dene the propagator of the heavy resonane as:
G(s) =
1
s−m2G + imG ΓG
, (B.14)
















































Re{G(sˆ)†G(sˆ34)} = (sˆ34 −m
2
G)(sˆ−m2G) +m2GΓ2G
[(sˆ−m2G)2 +m2GΓ2G] [(sˆ34 −m2G)2 +m2GΓ2G]
,
Re{G(sˆ)G(sˆ34)} = (sˆ34 −m
2
G)(sˆ−m2G)−m2GΓ2G
((sˆ−m2G)2 +m2GΓ2G)((sˆ34 −m2G)2 +m2GΓ2G)
Im{G(sˆ)†G(sˆ34)} = (sˆ34 − sˆ)mG ΓG
[(sˆ−m2G)2 +m2GΓ2G] [(sˆ34 −m2G)2 +m2GΓ2G]
, (B.16)
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1 + c2 + 4m2 +








2(1 + c2 + 4m2) +
+ (gtA)
2(1 + c2 − 4m2)
)















A) represent the vetor and axial-vetor ouplings among the
exited gluons and the light quarks (top quarks).
There are two terms in Eq. (B.17) that are odd in the polar angle and therefore there
are two ontributions to the harge asymmetry. The rst one arises from the interferene
of the SM amplitude with the resonane amplitude, and the seond one from the squared
resonane amplitude. The former depends on the axial-vetor ouplings only, while the
latter is proportional to both the vetor and the axial-vetor ouplings. For large values of
the resonane mass, the seond term is suppressed, and the harge asymmetry will depend
mostly on the value of the axial-vetor ouplings, and residually on the vetor ouplings.
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The harge asymmetri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ess





































































































































A ((f6 + f9)
sˆ
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(y13 + y15)y24(y13 − y35)
y15
































+ 3y25 + 3y24(2m





























[(y23 − y25)y313 − (y13 − y15)y323 + (5y25 − 1 + y13 + 3y15 + 3y14y23)y213 +






23 − y313) + (−y23 + 2y224 − y14y23 − y14y13 − 3y14 + 5 +
+y24(−11 + 2y23 + 4y14))y213 + 4(−1 + y14y23 + 2y24 − y23y24)y13 +
−(−y13 + 2y214 − y24y13 − y24y23 − 3y24 + 5 + y14(−11 + 2y13 + 4y24))y223 +








(y13 + y23) +
1
y35




ǫp1 p2 p3 p4
f9 = −8cf ((y24 − 2)y213 − (y14 − 2)y223 + 2(y13 − y23)− 4y13y24 + y14y24(y13 − y23)) (B.20)
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The harge asymmetri ontribution of the avor exitation proess
q(q¯)(p1) + g(p2)→ Q(p3) + Q¯(p4) + q(q¯)(p5) , (B.21)
is infrared nite and an be obtained just by rossing of the momenta (2 ↔ 5) from
Eq. (B.19).
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